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Outline of the Final Report

The research work, which has been accomplished at the Regis
College Research Center for AFGL contract F19628-80-C-0016, includes
(1) adaptive procedures to correct ionospheric variability in time
delay and range error measurements of radio waves (2) seasonal and
diurnal studies of total electron contents (TEC) at Ascension Island
(3) effects of ionospheric modification caused by high power, HF radio
waves (4) Faraday polarization fluctuations (FPF) of satellite signals
in transionospheric propagation.

Multiplicative and additive prediction functions are used
as adaptive procedures to correct ionospheric variability in time delay
and range error measurements of radio waves. The adaptive algorithms
employ real time measurements to reduce rms errors in ionospheric pre-
dictions. It is found that significant reductions in rms errors are
achieved in daytime, at solar maximum, when time delay and range errors
are greatest, using a multiplicative prediction function.

TEC data recorded at Ascension Island from September 22,1978
through December 21,1980 have been analyzed, displaying two character-
istic features of the night-time ionosphere. They are (1) a post-
sunset enhancement which lasts for several hours, and follows a rapid
decrease unattributable to the usual ionospheric decay processes, and
(2) the sudden sharp changes in the TEC along the ray path of satellite
signals, that are often superimposed on those enhancements and, to a
lesser degree, on the subsequent normal night-time ionosphere. F layer
dynamo theory and generation of ionospheric bubbles are invoked to in-
terpret these observations.

Many unexpected, nonlinear plasma processes can be triggered
in the ionosphere by a powerful, HF radio wave near the F peak. Selec-
ted for studies are.the following: ion line enhancement, the excitation
of upper hybrid modes or field-aligned plasma lines, and the induced
field-aligned ionospheric irregularities with a broad scale-length
range. Various parametric instabilities are responsible for these

'h1S phenomena. Beating current at zero frequency is also an important
nonlinearity in producing field-aligned high-frequency modes (upper
hybrid waves) and large-scale non-oscillatory modes (irregularities)
in addition to the differential Ohmic heating force and the nonlinear
Lorentz force. In the analysis of non-oscillatory modes, it is more
reasonable to employ four-wave than to use three-wave interaction
process. A criterion has been established, allowing the excitation
of upper hybrid waves by radio waves with ordinary rather than ex-
traordinary polarization. Ionospheric inhomogeneity can be shown to
impede generally the excitation of plasma instabilities and consequent-
ly suppress the growth of the induced ionospheric irregularities. The
thresholds of various parametric instabilities concerned are rather
low as compared to the power typically used in the ionospheric heating
experiments.

Faraday polarization fluctuations (FPF) of beacon satellite
signals origin in the differential phase shift and the differential

* changes in logarithmic amplitudes of ordinary and extraordinary modes

S.
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when a linearly polarized radio wave propagates in a birefringent
medium (i.e., the ionosphere). FPF has been observed for signals
transmitted from either low-flying orbitting satellites or geosta-
tionary satellites in the HF and VHF bands. Ionospheric irregularities
are identified to be the scatterers of satellite signals in trans-
ionospheric propagation, that lead to the FPF. Ionospheric irregu-

larities of power-law type and quasi-r-aussian type correspond res-
pectively to the early phase and the late phase of ionospheric distur-
bances. It is shown that power-law type irregularities can cause the
FPF of satellite signals with frequencies up to, approximately,
250 MHz under the typical ionospheric conditions at Ascension Island.
In contrast, Gaussian type irregularities can only effect the HF
satellite signals, e.g., 20 MHz. Although the saturation of amplitude
scintillation of radio waves is due to the multi-scattering process,
it is accurate enough to use the single-scattering process to describe
the physics of FPF even in the VHF band.
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Tiu cDs for adapte predict of total electron content

D. E. Donatel!

Aegis Coflege Asarch Caner. Weston, Mausachusets 02193

R. S. Allen

Ar Force Geophysics Lab e,. Hanscom Air Force Rose, Massachusetts 01731

(Received March 20. I10, revised October 2. 19M0; accepted October 6, 1980.)

Adaptive procedures si multiplicative and additive prediction functions of the standard deviation
of the obesrvatiom. are analyred to estimate and compare their effectiveness in correcting for
ioenopheric variability in time delay and range measurements. The adaptive algorithms use real

time measurements to reduce rms errors in ionospheric predictions. Total electron content data
from Hailton. Massachusetts, for 1969-1976 are used to evaluate diurnal, seasonal, and solar
cycle npact on radar. navigatio. and communication systems. Time cells are defined from the
growth rate of rms residual error. Significant reductions in rms error are achieved in daytime,

at solar maximum, when time delay and range errors are greatest, using a multiplicative prediction
function.

INTRODUCTION tored TEC or fOF2 to estimate monthly median

The potential precision of radar, navigation, and behavior and short-term persistence effects by pro-

communication system may be increased through ducing means of several days to predict the subse-

advances in device technology, but daily variability quent hourly, daily, and weekly response of their
of the ionosphere continues to be a constraint on system to the current state of the ionosphere.of he onophee cntiue tobe costrinton Adaptive prediction algorithms have been exam-
achievable system performance. Numerical maps dapive predtilithms h a n e
that provide monthly median correction for iono- med usingf0F2 data (Wilkinson, 1979] and TEC
spheric effects have been derived from a worldwide data [Donatelli and Alien, 1978; Leitinger et at.,
climatology of ionospheric parameters; their use 1978; DonatelliandA len, 19791. These include TEC

as derived from measurements of Doppler shift
alone reduces the monthly rms residual error to
about 20-25% of the median correction in daytime (NNSS) and from Faraday rotation measurements

and 30-35% at night [DuLong, 1977]. Many preci- using VHF beacons from geostationary satelites.

sion systems cannot tolerate the individual depar-

tures of 0-200% that are averaged away in monthly The procedures apply to any type of synoptic data,

statistics. For these systems, adaptive prediction and rely on a reasonable prediction of the monthly
,: mean of the observations, the standard deviation,
algorithms are presented using field measurements and an assumptiovon the correlation of the ob-

to provide real time correction of ionospheric ef- a tion n the c lionidere o

fects. servations in the time cell being considered. Two

The local ionosphere in a system coverage area basic approaches will be comparatively analyzed:

ybe monitored through measurements of iono. the first is a multiplicative prediction function, and
as the second, an additive prediction function. The

spheric parameters, such as the critical frequency second approach has been analyzed in detail by
of the F region (fOF2), total electron contect (TEC), outier and Zacharasen 11965] with respect tof0F2
the gradient in the lower F region, or through dat and by Daros 1171 with respecttofTEC

measurements derived from the system itself. data and by DaRosa 119741 with respect to TEC.

Since some system users may not have the capability An evaluation of an adaptive procedure using a

of implementing the computer models based on multiplicative function to update a monthly mean
wo d crefraction correction with real time measurementsworldwide climatology, they may use locally moni- o E speetdhre h eprlgot

of TEC is presented here. The temporal growth

C ,,hl © ,14 by ,. Am,,u f,. ,0eYAi U,-. of the rms residual error, within a time cell extending

Paper number S0S1420. 261
0048-6604/81/0304-1420601 .00
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262 DONATELLI AND ALLEN

from a reference time with residual error defined of the applied correction. The predicted value is

as zero, to an upper limit defined to lie within the defined by the function being considered, i.e.,

error budget of a particular system, is examined.
The ionospheric time delay of a radio wave is

directly proportional to the electron content along 0,(
3. the ray path, such that the results presented here

in TEC may be translated by the user to system
parameters as follows: Case 2. additive function:

Time delay fDavies, 19661: P, = g,, + a2(0,, - ILI,) (2b)

40.3 where 1& is the observed mean, 1o is the reference
-AT = - TEC (se) time, and a, and a. are constants to be determined.

ci'Substituting for P, in (i), the residual error is:

Range error: Case I:

40.3 2
AR cAT=-- x TEC (mn) 2~ 2 +A.-j( I+s.ax, a,+ I, +a, 2 C'. + AId.o

L O

where f is the frequency of the radio signal in
megahertz, c is the speed of light in a vacuum -2a, -L' (,'p, + , (3a)
in meters per second, and TEC is in units of
electrons per square meter times 10'6. Case 2:

ANALYSIS X,= 0, + a2',, - 2a.,cap, (3b)

The basis for the procedure is the assumption where p, is the correlation coefficient:

that major components of daily variability in the 1 (0, - P,XO,, - tL,,)
ionosphere can be described as large-scale, large- P- -

magnitude, slowly varying fluctuations and are, ()'1(0.. - IL

therefore, reasonably correlated in time. These I'.I° (10- 0,

fluctuations result from daily variables such as solar ,
activity, magnetic activity, lunar tides, neutral winds
that could produce multiplicative or additive effects Differentiating X, with respect to a, and a2 , setting

on the ionosphere. The rms error using the adaptive equal to zero, and solving for a, and a.
procedure s c 1:

Y (0 - P,)' 2 2N X , 2( i) a , ,p , + ,

, a, +51.,

by expanding Case 2:

r. IL2 + - (P - 20,P,) P,

where 0, is the observation at the time when the where , and 13, are defined as

correction is applied, P, is the prediction at the
time of correction using the observation from the r, I,
reference time, a, is the standard deviation of the ,

observations:

0.~
1- P, -

-. ( NKO - ~2- -o,' - a,

N By substituting for a, and a. in (3a) and (3b),

N is the number of observations, and t is the time respectively, the minima for X, are obtained:

4
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Case 1: implied a 50% reduction in residual error, p, -
r 0.866 is required. However, if p, = 0.5, a reduction

X ,--- l (4a) in residual error of more than 10% is possible if
a, a,(0,)+ p,.

Case 2: The TEC data used to evaluate this procedure
were reduced from measurements of the Faraday

'0-o'(I - p,(4b) rotation of signals from the beacon of the ATS

Equation (4b) is the result obtained by Gautier and 3 geostationary satellite observed at Hamilton,

Zacharisen (1965]. Equation (4a) reduces to (4b) Massachusetts, during the 1969-1976 period cover-

if a, = pi. ing the maximum and minimum of the last solar

To reduce the average monthly residual error such cycle. The location of the 420-km subionosphere

that X, :s ca,, where c is the degree of reduction point [Titheridge, 19721 along the ray path from
desired, the implied condition for case .is: Hamilton is 39°N, 289°E. These data provide a

basis for evaluation of average solar cycle behavior,
,2. ( - 2Sa since this solar cycle closely approximates the

P. \ ka ° + L'°  average of the past 20 solar cycles with .A, = 100,
= 155 at maximum, and A, = 10,5 = 71 at

which, for a, = p, reduces to the condition for mnum whereA, and Sare the 12-month running
case 2: mean sunspot number and solar flux at 2800 Mhz,

- p c2  (Sb) respectively. To estimate TEC for other values of
A, (or 5), it is possible to interpolate to a reasonable

If a, 10 p,, the quality of the prediction degrades approximation by assuming a linear relationship
proportional to the difference between a, and p,. between A, (or 5) and TEC [DuLong, 1977].

To minimize the error, the correlation coefficient By using the definition of a, and setting p, =
must be known. If p, is not known, a, and a2 cannot 1, the potential of an adaptive procedure using a
be defined. Therefore, to provide an operational
defmition for P,, a, and a2 in (2a) and (2b) are
arbitrarily set equal to one. Then (3a) and (3b) 36

can be written as HAMILTON 1969
24

Case 1:
U 3 OCTOBER

11 P,2 I -p,+(I,-p,)21 (6a)WCase 2: 24
Z

(b JULY

Comparing (6a) with (4a) and (6b) with (4b) it is
2 0seen that in case i, X, increases by elimination 1-4

of the factor ( )/(a,2 + IL 2) in the third term >

of (4a), and case I increases by addition of a third
term, (I, - p,) 2 . The limiting condition for case
I is 24

"p + (a,'- p,)2 S c1 (7)

" which defines limits for a, and p,: 12 " JANUARY

a, sp,± p- ( - c) ' (1) 0",t 1p 8 0 4 *1 6 20 24

Since a, is always real and positive, the condition UNIVERSAL TIME (HOURS)
p, at - c 0 must always be satisfied. By

definition, c s I; therefore 0 < a, < 2p,. (The Fig. I. Diurnal curves of percentage standard deviation in
analysis for case 2 is identical to case I with T, TEC for the months of January. April, July. and October 1969
substituted for a,.) For example, if c - 0.5, which at Hamilton, Massachusetts.

5



264 DONATELLI AND ALLEN

((electrons/M 2 ) x 106), X,, is still less at solar
HAMILTON 17 minimum.

24 - When an additive function is considered, the
potential of the adaptive technique may be estimated

30. ocmuu using Figures 3 and 4. These are the curves for
the standard deviation in TEC units corresponding

24. to the percentage curves of Figures I and 2. Again.
the process is considered for p = 1, where the
error X, is defined by (6b), and is estimated in TEC
units by taking ratios between points, analogous

24 to Figures 1 and 2. From these figures it appears
that additive functions may well describe nighttime

34!" A ' / . and solar minimum conditions but would be less
descriptive of daytime conditions at solar maximum.

24 'RESULTS

Since the ionospheric impact on systems is most
""_ _severe in daytime, at solar maximum, the adaptive

0 4 I ,t , procedure applying a multiplicative function is ex-
UNSAL TIM (11UM amined using the assumption that within the data

base the correlation is expected to monotonically
Fig. 2. Same as for Figure I but for 197S. decrease to zero with time, and negative correlation

is not considered. The procedure is initiated by
multiplicative function can be estimated wh obtaining a measurement of TEC at reference time
knowledge of the percentage standard deviation for 0,,, detennining a scaling factor from the ratio

the reference time and the time of applied correction
(6a). This percentage was calculated for each month 1.
of data and is shown in Figures l and 2 for the
months of January, April, July, and October 1969 7.2

and 1975, respectively, representing diurnal, sea-
sonal, and solar cycle effects. A

The Arowth of the percentage error in time at
any location may be estimated by taking progressive
ratios along the curve from some choice of reference .L

:time on that curve. When s, =, c, the limit of a ,,W~
time cell is defined, since the residual error will
then equal the monthly mean error. AROne of the limitations on time cell extent, apparent
from these curves, is that large errors may be 4A
generated when a scaling factor from nighttime is _
used across the sunrise terminator to adapt daytime A

predictions. This has a greater effect at solar mini- W JNR

mum, since the percentage variability fluctuates 2.4

more radically at this time, a reflection of the lower
mean values at solar minimum where a small abso- c 0 4 2 4 2 4
lute variation in TEC will produce a large percentage IV L TIME (HUR0)

variation, particularly at nighttime. In gener4l, ex-
.tended time cells are possible at solar m aY Fig. 3. Diurnal curves of standard deviation in TEC for the

but must be greatly reduced #*-nlar r .. num. m,0ths of January, April, July, and October 1969 at Hamilton.

However, the remaining variabi,, in &-C units Massachusaus.

6
I..



ADAPTIVE PREDICTION OF ELECTRON CONTENT 265

S19indicating that without adaption, the monthly cli-

490 ,matology prediction is as useful as the mean itself.
The growth of the rms error of the adapted

SO "_prediction x, is described by the thin lines originat-
ing at 2-hr intervals, with x, 0 0. In (5a), x, extends

0 C 0 TOKR in time from t = oto t - to + 3 hr; in (5b),
from t = t o to t - t o + 12 hrs. The scaling factorj.
has been determined by the observation at t = t o

24 and held constant over the 3- and 12-hr time cell;
JULY only the scaling of the mean g, and the predicted

.. mean M, is progressed with time (Figures Sa and
5b, respectively).

2.4 APRIThe dashed lines define the residual error for
mI a 3-hr time cell (X, 0 ,) and indicate that a scaling

Z 4.factor that is 3 hr old is useful throughout the
daytime hours, unless it was determined prior to

.. sunrise and used thereafter. The difference between
X,0., in (5a) and (Sb) is the model dependent error.

20 most evident in the sunrise area. Comparing these0o 4 8 12 is 20 24 curves with the standard deviation of the observed
UWVERSAL TIME IHOURS) cr, and predicted mean S,, it is apparent that the

F time cell in which the adapted prediction is useful
.o 3 fis bound by the reference time on one end and

*' the succeeding solar terminator on the other.
of the observation to the baseline prediction for An analysis of x, for case 1, showing the effect
the reference point M,. and scaling the baseline of the model bias, can be found in appendix A;
map for a succeeding time period. The adapted Gautier and Zacharisen [19651 have presented an
prediction P, at a later time is then P, = equivalent analysis for case 2. It has been assumed

where M, is the baseline prediction that the data follows a normal distribution In reality,
at the later time. As noted previously, the actual however, it is somewhat skewed toward higher
monthly mean is used for the baseline prediction values in daytime, such that a model that predicts
to remove any model dependent error from the a slightly greater mean than that observed will often
ensuing results. Thus from case 1, P, = (O,o/o t succeed in reducing the monthly variance at that

The TEC data are reduced at 15-man intervals. time.
The adapted prediction is applied at these intervals The performance of this adaptive technique is
over several hours. Comparisons are made with summarized in Table I using the archive data of
the corresponding observations and the rms error TEC from Hamiton, Massachusetts, for 1969
x, is computed each month at each 15-mn increment through 1976. The daytime and nighttime maxima
from the same reference times each day. The results of the mean, standard deviation, and three time

" for January 1969 are presented in Figure 5, including cells, averaged over season, at both solar maximum
a comparison of results using the actual monthly and minimum, in TEC units, (electrons/M 2 )X 101,
mean, Figure (Sa), and a model predicted mean are compared. The table shows that an adapted
based on ionospheric climatology (Barghausen et prediction can reduce the residual error, on average,
at., 19691, Figure 5b. The outer scale on the figures by 60% in a l-hr time cell and still as much as
is the mean and is 4 times greater than the inner 30% in a 3-hr time cell for daytime solar maximum.
scale, which is the standard deviation with respect Detailed results may be found in DuLong 119771.
to the mean and the rms error of the adapted The time cell is theoretically determined by the
prediction with respect to the observations. Al- correlation time of fluctuations in TEC. Since the

' though there is up to 20% difference between the basic data for this study were reduced at 15-mn
!q predicted and the observed mean, the standard intervals, fluctuations with periods less than 30 min

deviation with respect to each mean is comparable, are not observable. Their amplitude is assumed to

7
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266 DONATELLI AND ALLEN

HAMILTON JANUARY 1969
40- 10 t. 40

a

OBSERVED

G44

.- 4 24 6 24o
W

Z 6 4

40 i0

b PREDICTED 14

924 Z*

20

LOCAL TIME

Fig. 5. (a) Comparison in TEC for January 1969 at Hamilton, Massachusetts, of the observed mean, standard
deviation. rms error of a 3-hr time cell, and error growth in time using an adapted prediction up to 3
brs after a reference time. (b) Similar to 5a but using a model prediction of mean TEC. The error growth
in time using the adapted prediction is shown for 12 hr after the reference time.

be much smaller than the longer-period variations solar maximum, masked by the characteristic
that are being tracked here. The present simple larger-scale variations.

- adaptive technique, predicting a persistence of 15 During sunrise and sunset periods, the effects
min to 3 hr, tends to mitigate against just those of production and loss create gradients that dotm-
long-period TEC variations, which seem to be a nate all other fluctuations. Similar gradients occur
major component at solar maximum, with a residual during magnetic disturbance, particularly in the
of the same absolute magnitude as the residual at region of the auroral zone and the trough in high
solar minimum. This suggests that short-period and mid-latitudes. The rate at which these changes
variations of TEC predominate at solar minimum occur should determine the time cells for these
and are still present with comparabl2 amplitude at periods. This iq illustrated in Figure 6. In Figure

8



ADAPTIVE PREDICTION OF ELECTRON CONTENT 267

TABLE I. Summary of effectiveness of various time cells in reducing prediction error.

Winter Vernal Equinox Summer Autumnal Equinox

Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night
Solar Maximum (AN, = 110, .IS)

il, 34.4 5.7 44.8 8.2 25.4 8.2 41.1 6.7
., 6.0 1.8 7.8 2.5 4.0 2.2 7.8 2.2
X,0. 4.0 1.5 4.5 1.5 2.7 1.5 4.0 1.8
X,,. 2.2 1.0 2.5 1.0 1.6 1.2 1.6 0.7

1.5 0.6 1.5 0.6 1.2 0.6 1.3 0.6

Solar Minjivmum (A, - 10. , - 71)
IL, 10.5 1.5 10.5 1.5 9.0 2.1 11.2 2.1
a, 1.8 0.6 2.5 0.6 1.5 0.5 1.5 0.6
X3.3, 1.8 0.9 2.1 0.5 1.5 0.5 2.1 0.6

2. III 1.2 0.3 1.2 0.1 0.6 0.3 1.2 0.3
X0 .f- 0.9 0.1 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.6 01

Symbols represent the following, in TEC units: Ip,. the mean value of TEC; c,, the rms deviation of TEC from the mean,
representing day-to-day variability of the ionosphere; X.,. the residual error using an adapted prediction in a 3-hr time cell:
X,. ,,, the residual error using an adapted prediction in a I-hr time cell; , the residual error using an adapted prediction
in a 30-min time cell.

(6a) the observed TEC for the day 0, is compared the observed TEC and the predictions in each case

with the prediction for the month , and the adapt- are shown in Figure (6b). The error using the 3-hr
ed prediction for a 30-min time cell, P,.+ 3,. and time cell I ,0 o.1b - Pt. M. is equivalent in magnitude
a 3-hr time cell, P,O.3. The differeace between to that using the monthly mean 10, - JII, but

large excursions have been introduced at time
90 periods when they would otherwise not exist. The

s:'0o -adapted prediction using a 30-min time cell, P,,,.30Om
MARCH .19 o provides a 60% reduction in the maximum error

70.. HAMILTON Poo. . despite the steep gradients in TEC on this disturbed
so - day.

5s0

S40CONCLUSION

0- 3oWhen using adapted predictions, it must first be
determined whether the dominant features are de-

/'HI jscribed by additive or multiplicative functions. For
10, instance, for a system propagating through the

o auroral region, large changes of TEC related to
_."._precipitating particles may be dominant sources of

- error that are best treated as additions to a back-
4o ' '- ground ionosphere, whereas for a system at mid-
so/.":t / "  latitude, large changes of TEC related to changes

in neutral composition might best be ireated as a
20" : multiple of the expected ionosphere. From this

analysis it was shown that the rms error using an
%. additive function is dependent on the absolute

0 4 a t ,, 20 24 difference in the standard deviation of the two points
LOCAL TIME under consideration. For the multiplicative function

Fig. 6. (a) TEC on a magnetically disturbed day compared the absolute difference in percentage standard de-Fig 6.ao with rese on ah maeancll ditsbe day comparnt

to the observed TEC. the mean. and the adapted predictions viation with respect to the mean is the relevant

for the day using 30-min and 3-hr time cells. (b) Residual error parameter. Examination of these parameters indi-

in TEC using the predictions of 6a for the day. cated that for the solar maximum period, when

.-
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the ionospheric impact on systems is most severe, where P, is the prediction of the adaptive procedure.
multiplicative functions best describe the dominant For the case of a multiplicative function
features. An evaluation for an adaptive procedure
that corrects for these features has been presented. P, - Oo ,M, (A2)
The procedure is successful if the condition I z M,
p, > (c*,/ 2 ) z 0 exists, where p, is the correlative where M is the mean as predicted by the model
coefficient at the time of applied correction and and the subscripts to and t denote the reference
a, is the ratio of the percentage rms deviation at time and the time of applied correction, respec-
the reference time to that at the time of applied tively. Substituted in (Al) and expanded in terms
correction. f a,. and p, then

In daytime an improvement of 50% is readily o a I
achievable, at solar maximum within a 3-hr time ,
cCl and at solar minimum within a l-hr time cell. X + ." + I+ -- , + s)

At nighttime, the percentage rms deviation is usually M0

greater than daytime, but the absolute deviation 2 (qQr'.p, + (M)
is less; therefore the need for correction is not 2(
as critical. However, if adapted predictions are Now defining the model bias B such that
used, a scaling factor obtained at nighttime should
not be projected across the sunrise terminator, as MIo
the rapid change in percentage rms deviation during 8,0
the sunrise growth period introduces errors. The

-... sunset decay period is less critical, since the per-
centage deviation usually increases at nighttime. ILI
This implies that a, would then decrease, allowing
a greater range for p,, thereby increasing the proba- and substituting B,. and B, the results analogous
bility that the requirement p, > (a,/2) will be met. to (6) are

It is seen that time cels with an extent of several
hours are operationally useful at solar maximum. x 4 O*1_p
At solar minimum the absolute value of the rms
deviation is low; therefore the need for correction zis again less critical. For example, the residual error, (M)IB,

using a l-hr time cCl at solar maximum, is equivalent
to the average monthly variance at solar minimum, It can be seen immediately that if B, = B,0, that
indicating the adaptive procedure succeeds in re- is, if the model bias does not vary between the
ducing the error at solar maximum to the lower times being considered, use of the model will be
impact solar minimum levels, as effective as the use of the observed mean in

the adaptive procedure. However, empirical models
APPENDIX A ar biased by their data base, implying preferred

For actual system use, the monthly mean iono- times when the bias is less variable, and therefore
spheric behavior would be predicted by a numerical of less importance.
model derived from worldwide climatology. Any Acknwldmnts. The author would like to thank J Klobu-

-" ~model has some inherent bias, which may have ,¢.o ms.Teutrwudli othkJ Ko-
mode ha soe ihernt ias whch ay ave chair of the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory for the use of

little consequence on rms error when th primary ite TEC data. This work was supported by U.S. Air Force
,-. concern is predicting the mean behavior; but, as contract FI%28-76-C-0255.

shown in Figure 5(b), this bias can affect the
adaptive procedure. The following derivation will

*'. provide some perspective on the import of this bias. REFERENCES
,.. The rms error is defined as Barghausen, A. F., J. W. Finney, L. L. Proctor, and L. D

Schultz (1969), Predicting long-term operational parameters
= -(0, - P,)2  (Al) of hiah-frequenpy sky-wave telecommunications systems..- N ESSA Tech. Rep. ERL I I0.lTS-78, Washington. D. C.
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over the past d Lthre has been a .Wntois in the undarstmndin Of ni~tlttiim 5Z"n51 in the
equatorial lz*reUsing otritati~MS tr such varied dmervational tedtiqM asl inolmt radar

backcaterrado sintillaticnB, oiptical eflissions and insi. m rurls(max Kly199
Fejer anraKlly, 1980 and f Llom &siertinsfru plumsA physir and

rueical simualations Mas et al, 1979) ill-sra- to a larger extent, the unity of the diverse
obervtins Uilizing the fact that sost of the cotribtim~ to WCCMN from, the vicinity of the

F-regkmpeak, 7wobervatiouns awe alle to contribute to WNW* understandung Of the equtria
icnos eraae i iqphw.e has baen continuously arxdore for Over "0~ yars from Ascension Island

* (Ion. 15 w., lat. s z..)i through umauroents Of total electra oan t M1W) using the Faraday
rotation of 136 am signals f rom the geostticnary satellite SMRO. 1, durLeisti foeerlothe nighttiia iaxnslpinre wiln be discussed here: a P~st-Offffit NmbIwmit ihlatfomera

* - hours, and follows a rapid ginget decrease unattributable to the uMUal ianIOR~haric deCay pr000sses,
and the mkl shar dengs in the alectrcn content along the ray path that ame of ten MX~riMOMed
an these utgnmats and, to a le spgre an the W20eqen~t wrwal" nighttixe ianhqtere.

Siaiar mraurmta& he. bee used previously in the equaoial regicn. ater (1969) in Nairobi
and Foster (1972) in Quna have reprtsd: rapid sunset decress in Faraday rotation, primarily
6q~asized in the *2ana data; and pot-mtmhnmns ~ m qa rmm ati ees
greatly aphasized in the Nairobi Observations.

Thie audd, sharp variations, to be define mr as superiapsed 'struturw, are Mset Of ten am
as dapletiuas in TW. Similar features are sham bY Tswx~da and 7ola~l (1979) to be sasciated with
radar backsctter plumes. Xeushika and de Iwn~na (1974) and Aaroas and iiitm (1980) have sham
that sharp variaticas in Tjj ame oolnalslt with scintillation Patdas- Yeh at al-, (1979) tie

* ~these stwxbs to F-regicM dapletirA umassured bwy in-sita Sobes mnd the plamia 'btbleas Of
theoretical Stbidie. 7he variation in oOCCUM'a Of thse struwbues, both easonally and diurnally,
within the 27 Nonths of ObeaftitCnM are aUMinsd here.

ft* data base for this study conulets of ~_ two Years Of 'itill measaents of TW, from
S~~~tai*~~~~~er~ i2t99srag ~a 2,16.h ray path to the SIPIo satellite from Ascension Island

is directly north at an elevaticn anl of is0 A m tcht~ rspre-itatiai ofsm thensapiy andUCtrasqutic relatlandhips is MOVA~ in figure 1.It is abov thtfedaitd l eanti cr~a
in the F-rgin that ONS this ray path sep to altitudess of 600 to 1000 ku advet e n tcequatar. he Observation period is near the umidmma Of the presst solar cycle; t~ie anit

* u~maumswt~s in the evdMin secto over, the Atlantic Ocean near the maxiumu of the last solar cycle at
Ltials greater than 600 )Cm. (&am at al, 1979). * suggt that IM MOaMamts sheuld be highly

structured at Asoma Island.

Figuries 2 md 3 contain examples Of nighttim T as a functioni of 11r. illustrating daily and
seascea -aibiiy ct rufgr 'ome from five (six) wissoitiv6 days ner the June

(~e)solstice local tim lags IT by ane kIw. Ground inuet occurs at about 1945MY (1915V'')
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Figure"'- .", . :i-1 .= . ti of; as~ Isla......I ra,, hrltosi t il r.o~

h.7

- ~attoo

A quiet, a l-bdi d ionosphre in am qct4 during Jum at Ascenicm la a fouri an the 10, 11,
aMd 13 of Junm 1980. On urn nights (am 10 and 13) thi decay that begins during the smet period
persists as a gradual decrease th eatie night with only ammI hour-to-hour varitions. on
other nights (m 9, 11, ad 12) thace is a post-sunset incea in TC peaking about 3 to 4 hours
after sunset. Often this loc'al m um ecds daytime T value. After the maximu, TS9 usually
decays to its tpected p-daM minimum. Em during this period, hawier, there are exeples
of suden, sharp variations in TS€. Dpleans of '15%, aipuxisI by internse scintillation, appear
on nights (une 9 and 12) with a particularly large poetr-muas, e ancemnt. These stuctures hae
distinct boudaries %iich suggest east-.mat dimwAtions of 300 to 500 Jn. as discussed below.

"7 'te emyles of figure 3 axe from 1980. Unlike Jura, th atypical case is the night
(Dcember 18) of no superimposed stuct-e or bcintillatiml activity. on all other evenings there
are poet-sunset eagwnmeints of large anplitue and 2 to 3 hours d ation, the largest occurring on
the 17th. This day had seeal strtures in TE which appear as depletions, ad a large finger ik
-'hasmit. If this enhanamet is part of the bwcgroud the depletions ae > 30S. These
strctures apear as early as 2100 UT (Doomber 13 and 17) or as late as 0100 UT (Doomber 16). Thefir st structure tends to have sharp boacdarie in tim. strcue appea irm tberee are less
distncly bounded, suggesting ethe a decay proess or he existwce of two or more strcu

ln tme ray path.

In the eamples pcesnted two,= could be measured otinuously throughout the day including the
rapidly changing evning pariods. This Is wt alays the cam. on n enyvenings in Septrder
throudh March period, filtuations in farday rotation occur so rapidly that the polarization angle,
and t. N", are i determnate. This occurs soot often with the first appearance of structure,
infrequ".tly in the late night period.

T"e r"ctumal ad seasonal variabiity an ameuwried in the histocu'e of figure 4. Each
histogram is a plot of the percentage of nights in utich structures ware observed within each
12-minute time call during tm mnthly period beginning with thm 22rr: day of each acnth. There is
a sharp increase (dease) in the frequy of o enc ner the Septaeter (March) equinox with
a broad mnximal (minimum) beten egquinmms. The is a hint of solar cycle dependences in the
increased frequacy of ocurn for the Septer 1979 to March 1990 period. This behavior is
similar to that for scintillation activity discussed by Araw et al (1980) for the 00 to 70
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Figure 4. isgra. of ex tap occwzuc of struture in 7. over the nighttiv for each Of the

27. w.th of data fronSptsubs 22, 1978 to Dmmibr 21, 1990.
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2mea structure apear exrliest An thm 41,1-- to lmcdmw perid und Latest in asm. 2w
exciu~t stractues are als tioe of dues &ratiorn. Typically, timy last nm hour but vay
fro les thma n k&* to savrl hours in duration.

2a nctural babwicr show a distinM seasonal control. A onunxTmd Peeking inoA~w
&arin early eveingz hours occur at the sqilwns, but is aharna at the solstices. Ibis is

patlauaob ious nar tim DoMer solstice wh~ich huas oirums fra*=y cooarable to tiat
nar the equiame few tim early evening hours. 2wm early evenig bwAhavi tons to Peaist
througbot thm uigit, Nwraw.

7he we baskllY two effects bining conierudY firat, thm Lave poet-omat enancemnts;
second, tha sharp structures, usually depletions, associated with them. itm fiLrst has been obezis
by axito(L969) and Fss(1972) aid discussed by Knter and Br (1972) and Noter(1972). 'flay
concluds that tie F-regiam dynao thoary (xisbeth, 1971) offers the most plausible explanation for thia
effect. Sin= then vertical drift measuest at icerca showing lUrge enhanoimets In upard
drift ameramat ftjer at al 1979) give 4 1e-1 to Rialtath' aheory. '"m use of this thery by
sel at al (1974) in modaLling Htin s drifts 1zdo the effect observed at icamrca.

Risbath(197i, 1977) suggaste that the neutral winds in thm F-regii roduce polarization fields
that abort-circuit thrug the E-regli in daytime, but bald up at sunast through Urn sudda 'drcp
in E-regim ooductivity 1his produass Laga uward drifta, remailting in a rapid lifting of the
F-layer and assive transport of plasma alcng-fild llama. Near the &m -- i equator this appears as a
rapid munet dabli'no in 7W as noted by Faster (1972) with oflatims at d1# latibkiia 40. This
effect is lees pruced in Ikmter' 5(1969) cbeervattoms at 130 dip latitu~a, and even lees in Uhe
Ascension Island observatinns at 150 dip latitude. 12m wasqant snhwmmint, hoevr 1A more pro-
nounced in Hunter's a bservatians. 'lim plasm must be trnsported alioag thm field lines corresponding
to thm height above them agnetic equator to timich tim F-layer is lifted, indicating Uhe layer is
rai sed to altitudes 1 600 km. The topsid dk'asity ameaurnments reported by Ybig et al (1991)
complamzt kls observations. MW measurements in the post-sunsst(19. 5 LT) aectI- at 840 In.
showend amoth density deplet-4ane in thim amliate vicinity of themgnetic equator with enhancement
in the + Ido to 200 manetic latitude range.

'3m sand feature considered here is the dhar structure, of ten depletions, n ME. Observatioal
studies of the equatorial F-region suggest that tim. structures are plasm bubles along the ray
'Pth. these bubbles, have beow oberved in the botoside (Kelly at al, 1976), topsid (Marl. at a.,,
1979) ad near the peak Moure at al 1977) of the F layer. Presently awcgtd theory suggests that
times1 begin as an E x B or collisional Ra~1sigti-'?aylar instability in tim bottoaide of the F layer.
'3m graeth of the initially mml I perturbations depends on (1) the altitude of the initial

% perturbations, (2) the strength of the bottmumida umaity gradient, (3) tim altitudie of the F peak, and
(4) the strength of the post-sst, eastward electric field (08sako at al, 1979 ; Anderson and
Haacudel, 1979). 'aIUs, large plasm depletions at and above thm peak of the F layer ost likely
zd~st when the F layer is moving verti~cally upward.

It ws noted above that oust of the omutributions to MEat Aacensiam Island owes from flux tubes
which cross the magnetic equator- at altitudes bewee 600 and 1000 hm. Young at al (1981) have found
that in the Atlantic-African longitude amector, plasm, bubbles aspa nar the omnstic equator at 840
km. on ore than got of M4SP pases between 2000 and 2200 LT and neve before 2000MT This Cxmicides
with the local time at which tim first structure of thm evening appears in TEK at Aecenc Island
during the ssons of highet o~areno frquency.

'The first structure of tim evening is usually manl defined, and as rated abgvek lats for about
ame hour. 'Dais can be viewed as a structure of finite longitidinal extent drifti~ acoss the
Ascnsids Island ray path. It has been establishal (RishbM, 1971) that ~-.mA-set polarization
electric fihids cause the ionosphere to drift eastwerA -t a faster speed than corotative. A typical
value for this drift is 100 ums. Thus the structarsa to have lonagitudinal widths of about
300-400 ha.

Structures that arlater in tim evening usually hame less well-definmd boundaries. Two possible
eOilanations are preseted. First: Cowta and Mllay(1979) suggest that plasm bubbales grow as
large amplitude W~laigh- Tat'1or waves. Sharp density qrndLents develop-at thm boundaries of thm
bubbles which give rise to small wavelength drift wam Ihtabilit~es. The dtift waves grow at the
aqaenae of the density gradient causing aros- field 1inm diffusion, leading to decaying boundaries:
Seondi the ray path passs through ours than am structure. This occurs if thm wind speed varies
with height.' This woula produce a shmaring effect on the drifting structures, allowinqj portions of two
cc ur structures to cross the ray path similtaneously.
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'Te SOAeaaw'al vriaticm in the Occurence of these structuares hears a similarity to the behavior of
the vertical drift mesprumnts of Pejer et &1(1979). The moet structre is observed in itanths for
which the pre-reversal shaomet of vertical drift is greatest. This em;*aims the relatimWLaip
of these structures to the evening meihanmt in 7w, i.e. the Shimmment as a pre-coditicin for

the existence of structure. A clue to the di!fferenc in nocturnal beaavior with measan wany be
provided3 by MoClmre at al (1977). They cbma-Ad that am* Obibes" drift mori alowly then others,
and lin mmi case. they nowe with the velocity of the badground plammum. if the faster rovwng one

weeto ocur at the .pgainma the slowr, at the solstice, tlese cocaring at the solstices would
be longar lived.
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Ion line enhancement in ionospheric heating experiments
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Alstrct. Ion line enhancement detected by the Arecibo 430 MHz radar is interpreted
to be a result of nonlinear interaction of weak Langmuir waves via ponderomotive
force. These weak L.angmuir waves originate in the scattering of the 0-mode heater
wave and of the excited Langmuir waves from thermal ion acoustic waves. Theoretical
analysis shows that those enhanced density irregularities associated with ion fines are
forced ion acoustic modes; but their frequencies, determined by the beat frequencies of
Langmuir waves, are not necessarily their characteristic frequencies. It is expected that
much stronger ion line enhancement would be observed if back-scatter radar of lower
frequencies (eg. 50 MHz) was employed.

It has been observed in ionospheric heating experiments (see Radio Science, November
1974) that the density fluctuations of the ionosphere can be greatly enhanced by powerful
radio waves. Figure I shows a typical power spectrum detected by the Arecibo incoherent
back-scatter radar from the ionospheric F region, which is illuminated by a powerful In:
O-mode radio wave known as a heater wave. This power spectrum contains two com-
ponents, namely, plasma lines and ion lines. Plasma lines are the signals with upshifted
and downshifted frequency slightly less than the heater wave frequency (fh). They are the
pair of narrow lines located at 430 MHz ±fh in figure I (where 430 MHz is the Arecibo
radar frequency). Ion lines correspond to the double-humped frequency spectrum
straddling the radar frequency. The pair of ion lines are broadened by the Landau
damping with a Doppler spread of the order of the ion acoustic frequency.

Existing theories (Fejer and Kuo 1973, Perkins et al 1974) show that the 0-mode
heater wave can generate a spectrum of unstable Langmuir waves near its reflexion
layer in the ionosphere via parametric decay instability. These unstable Langmuir waves
propagate within a narrow cone centred on geomagnetic field lines. Their angles of
propagation are estimated to be less than 20° for the power of the heater wave used in
the experiments. However, the angle between the Arecibo radar beam and the geomag-
netic field line in the modified ionospheric F region is about 450. Hence, the weak plasma
lines at 450 observed at Arecibo are interp.eted to result from the scattering of the
heater wave and of the unstable Langmuir waves from thermal ion acoustic waves (Fejer
and Kuo 1973, Perkins et al 1974). But much stronger plasma lines at 900 observed at
Boulder, Colorado, have been suggested to be caused by a similar process from intense
field-aligned density irregularities, rather than from thermal ion acoustic waves (Fejer
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Flgmue 1. A typical power spectrum detected by the Arecibo 430 MHz monostatic
radar during ionospheric heating experiments (adapted from Showen and Kim 1978)
showing HF-induced enhancement. Plasma lines are the pair of narrow lines located at
430 MHz ±fb wherefh, the heater wave frequency, is of the order of several MHz. Ion
lines at thermal and enhanced levels correspond to the broad double-humped portion
straddling the radar frequency (Hagfors and Zamlutti 1973).

1975). According to the theory of parametric decay instability, a spectrum of unstable
ion acoustic waves propagating nearly along geomagnetic field lines is also concurrently
generated. It is clear that the enhanced ion lines at 45' detected at Arecibo cannot be
these ion acoustic waves. We suggest that this ion line enhancement arises from the non-
linear interaction of Langmuir waves via ponderomotive force. Thermal interaction of
Langmuir waves is discussed by Perkins (1974) and by Lee and Fejer (1978), who interpret
the generation of intense density striations.

This paper presents a qualitative investigation of the Arecibo ion line enhancement.
I Section 2 describes the power spectrum of induced low-frequency number density

fluctuations associated with the enhanced ion lines. As shown, these induced fluctuations
are forced ion acoustic modes whose frequencies (determined by the beat frequencies of
Langmuir waves) are not necessarily their characteristic frequencies. Interpretation and
discussion of the Arecibo ion line enhancement are finally presented in §3.

2. Induced low-frequency number density fluctuations

2. 1. Ponderomotive force

In the presence of two high-frequency waves (e.g. two Langmuir waves, or one Langmuir
wave and one electromagnetic wave), electrons experience a wave-like nonlinear LorentzC.~i force whose frequency is the difference between these two high-frequency waves. If both

thermal motion of electrons and geomagnetic effect are neglected, this nonlinear force
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acting on an electron has the following expression

f 2 n: k i k2 \F=x exp [i(I - 02) t i (k - k2 -. r- i(9, - 2)] (1)

where E, at, k, 4p, e and m are wave electric field amplitude, wave frequency, wave vector,
wave phase angle, electric charge, and electron mass respectively. This nonlinear Lorentz
force is generally called the ponderomotive force.

Equation (I) is appropriate for the case concerned, since the phase velocities of those
high-frequency waves are much greater than the thermal velocities of electrons in the
ionosphere, and the wave frequencies are about five times the electron cyclotron fre-
quency. Furthermore, since the wave frequencies of high-frequency waves (the heater
wave and the excited Langmuir waves) are just slightly larger than the electron plasma
frequency cap, equation (1) can be approximated by (Kuo and Fejer 1972)

F= Re [iktE ii.i 2  it2 -t) exp [i(-W1 - WO 2t - i(kL 2  r ~~ p2))j (2)

The ponderomotive force experienced by a singly-charged ion is F(m/M) - 10- 4 F,
where (m/M) is the mass ratio between an electron and an ion. Ions are, therefore, con-
sidered to be immobile in the electric fields of high-frequency waves. However, electron
bunching caused by F results in a charge-separation electric field E. Hence, the net
force acting on an electron is (F-eE,,), while that acting on an ion is approximately
eE4,.

2.2. Dispersion relation of density perturbations

The corresponding number density perturbations in electrons and in ions can be obtained
from the linearisation of their equations of continuity

:. t(en) + Vne ae FEe 0(3)

(en) + V °(nlEe) 0 (4)
at

by assuming that all perturbations have a space-time dependence of the same form as F,
i.e. of the exp [i(wi - w2) t - i (kt - k2) sr] type. Thus, equations (3) and (4) lead to

eno e (FE (k - k2 )
o-'e n on Eta (5)

and
[ :.: a (ki -k2a)

* ni=no Ee * (6)e (wI - z)

where nn is the unperturbed plasma density, and o. and o arc the electric conductivities
for electrons and ions respectively. The density perturbations nt, and n, are approximately
equal, since the plasma remains neutral for low-frequency perturbations on scales much
larger than the Debye length. In the case of interest, the wavelength of the low-frequency
perturbations picked up by Arecibo 430 M Hz monostatic radar is about 35 cm, which is
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quite large as compared to the Debye length (-0.3 cm). Therefore, either equation (5)
or equation (6) may be written as

" F.(ki -k2) or,oi (7
..i!.nl2--no (7)l o.,(o ,e1~l (-1 - -2)(-e + uO

which represents the low-frcqucncy number density perturbations induced by the non-
linear interaction of the two high-frequency waves via ponderomotivc force.

In the absence of external disturbance, i.e. F=O, the dispersion relation of these low-
frequency modes can be obtained by setting the denominator of (7) to be zero, namely

Ue+ o1 =0. (8)

2.3. Determination of a, and al

Because the wavelength (-35 cm) of induced fluctuations of interest is much shorter
than electron collision mean free path (several hundreds of meters in the F region), the
electric conductivities 0 e and ar are determined by Vlasov plasma dynamics. In addition,
the wave frequency of these induced fluctuations w(=w -w:,) satisfies the following
inequalities:

f, £< co,-kCg < wic < top

where QL, Cs, wi, f2,, and wp are the ion cyclotron frequency, ion acoustic velocity, ion
plasma frequency, electron cyclotron frequency, and electron plasma frequency res-
pectively; k= Iki-k,j. Ions can, therefore, be treated as unmagnetised, and electrons as
strongly magnetised. Nevertheless, since the electron cyclotron radii (a few centimetres
in the F region) are smaller than the low-frequency wavelength (- 35 cm), electrons can
move freely along the geomagnetic field to neutralisc ionic perturbations as long as these
low-frequency perturbations do not propagate perpendicularly across geomagnetic field
lines. As mentioned before, ionic fluctuations at 45' are detected by the Arecibo mono-
static radar. Thus, neglecting the geomagnetic effect on electrons as well is still a goou
approximation.

Mathematically, ion dynamics are described by

a a e a8t .fI+ Va•fi+MgE *o [=0

where f, is the ion distribution function in the presence of electrostatic disturbance
(E= Ec) due to electron bunching caused by ponderomotive force: f is represented by a
linear combination of perturbed and unperturbed components, namely,fi =f"i +ij0 . The
unperturbed distribution function.fio is assumed to be of the isotropic Maxwellian type

M 3/2 / M1,2 )

L" \2rTj ex 2T, /

- t. It can be shown that the ion conductivity is given by

S 12 f1" U exp (-- MU 2'2Ti)
k°h12(2T) f U-(w/k)

where L indicates that integration follows the Landau, prescription; hi is the ion l)ebyc
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length. If w is real, equation (9) may be written as

ai=(iwo1k2 hi2) (1 -2 al exp (-N12)f:' di- exp (T2) -iT 1 /2 ca exp (-ai2)]

(10)
or

a (iwro/k2/:i2)[1- -cxZ-t) 1I)

where Z(-xl) is the so-called plasma dispersion function (Fried and Conte 1961);
i= (wlk)(M2TO1)/

2.
Electron dynamics are represented by the following Vlasov equation

f+. a f , - (E+ vx Ho) .af, =O0

ac arfe-m av

wherefe is the electron distribution function under electrostatic disturbance E= &e-Fe
- associated with ponderomotive force; B0 is uniform geomagnetic field. fe is similarly

composed of two components, namely, fe=feit+fea. The unperturbed distribution
functionfeo is also assumed to be Maxwellian, as given by equation (12)

fho = (m/2rrTe)3 /2 exp (- mv/2Te). (12)

The electron conductivity can then be shown to have the form (Bernstein 1958)

iow f dexp - 2 _k _2 (g2 cos 2 0+sin2 P sin2 0) (13)'e =A k -2 LI - 2i 0 df xp i ke(3

where 0 is the angle between the wave propagation vector k and the geomagnetic field B0;
r. is the electron cyclotron radius defined by

re = (2T/Ue 2m)1/ 2.

For the parameters of present interest the term with sin 2 P sin2 0 in equation (13) can be
neglected. Then, after some straightforward mathematical manipulation, equation (13)
can be written as i FiW

ie= w I + 2 ite exp (- Oe) dr exp (-72)  (14)keh, f h,,0

or, in terms of the plasma dispersion function, equation (14) takes the form

a, = (i row/k2 h , 2) [I + CZ(te)] (15)

where ae=( Wk)(m12T,)'/2 (cos 0)-l. Since (%, I, equation (15) can be well approxi-
mated by

.e = erfo jkhet . (1 6)

This final form of a, shows that the geomagnetic effect on electrons turns out to be neg-
ligible for the low-frequency fluctuations of interest. Recall that the wavelength (-35
cm) of these induced fluctuations is larger than the electron cyclotron radius ( - 2 cm)
by one order of magnitude and that their wave propagation angle (-45) is far from
being perpendicular to geomagnetic field lines.

Substituting equations (9) and (16) into equation (8) and separating the real and
imaginary parts leads to the following two equations

Re (w) = Ck (17)

. Im (w) = 7r"-* (C.41vi1 ) k exp (- TelT). (18)
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Equation (17) indicates that these low-frequency plasma fluctuations are essentially ion
acoustic modes, whose Landau damping rate is given by equation (18).

However, in the presence of external disturbance, i.e. F 0, to is real and determined
as the difference frequency of two high-frequency waves. Substituting equations (2),
(11) and (16) into equation (7) yields the specific form of number density perturbations
caused by nonlinear interaction of two high-frequency waves via the ponderomotive force

n1 2(t, r)- EkEk,'rO no(k, k2) e fi(ut -k r) - i (SPI-,PA (19)-2T n ki k2 {(Te/TO + [I- -IZ(- a0) }

where k =k1 -k 2 and c(= CO I - (02) is the driving frequency of the ponderomotive force.
These low-frequency density perturbations are, consequently, forced ion acoustic modes,
which are not necessarily excited at their characteristic frequencies.

In terms of the Fourier transform n12(c, k) of n12(1, r), i.e.

fnl2(W, k)= f V nl2(t, r) exp [-i(cot - k r)] dt dr

equation (19) becomes
_Ek Ek Eo k k 2) Z(Te ~ 1:"nl2.(co, k)= Ett° no VL . +[ --1 a" Z(- al)] - , exp -i(901- 12)]

•- 2T, ki k2 T
(20)

where VL is a very large volume and tL a very long time interval.

2.4. Power spectrum and radar cross-sections of low-frequency perturbations

The power spectrum (In(k, w> 12> of low-frequency number density perturbations,
caused by the heater wave and a spectrum of randomly phased Langmuir waves, is
obtained from the generalisation of equation (20) as follows:

< In(), k> I2> 1> Inl2(,,k) 12) n2 VL2tL 2 ( ~e+[j -,,,Z(- at)]-,D-

- where (I 12[> indicates that the absolute value of physical quantities concerned is squared

7.

and phased-averaged. It should be noted that k 2's in equation (20) have been replaced
by (ki-k)'s in equation (21). The summation in equation (21) is taken over all pairs of
high-frequency waves whose beat products satisfy the prescribed value (co, k).

If those randomly phased Langmuir waves are characterised by a spectral density
W(ki)

coE 2 ,n = 2 W(ki, k., k,.)(Ak)"

where kt, kn and kn are the three perpendicular components of k1 in a rectangular
coordinate system. ki = l(Ak), where 1.... -2, - 1, 0, 1, 2 ... .and Ak is an infinitesi-
mal defined by 27rVL - /

3. It follows from Lee and Fejer (1978) that the summation in
equation (21) is replaced by integration and thus

S< In(co, k)j 2 > 16 7r4 Vltilno 2 T- 2 { I(TelT) + [1 - aiZ()- al)]- 2 }-2

x ff W(ki W(k,-k)(aw/kiz)- dk1vdks (22)
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where the z axis is taken along the direction of geomagnetic field, and the double integral
is taken over the surface (o=constant.

The power spectrum ,In(-, k)12 > is related to the average differential scattering
cross-section q'(oo + w) by

a(wo+ w) dw= (TVLtj,)-'UTrKn(wo, k)12> dwo (23)

where wo is the incoherent radar frequency (430 MHz in the present case), and aT the
Thomson differential cross-section. Substituting equation (22) into (23) leads to the
final result
a(wo+ w) dcu=8 r3no2Tl--2UT{ I(Te/Ti)+ [I - atZ(-oa)]-1j}-

x [ff W(k,)W(k,-k)(a/lakix)- dkly dkiz] dw (24)

which specifically expresses the radar measurement (per unit incident power per unit
solid angle per unit volume and per unit frequency interval) of average power scattered
incoherently from the enhanced plasma density fluctuations due to nonlinear wave-wave
interaction via the ponderomotive force.

Computation of equation (24) seems to be complicated, but a crude estimate of
-(wo + w) can be made as follows. Remember that w in equation (24) is the frequency
difference between two Langmuir waves: one with the wave number k, and the other with
(kA1 k ), namely

O = W(ki)- w2(ki -k).

If the Bohm-Gross relation is used as the dispersion relation of Langmuir waves, then
,.2,= keh p(2k, .k-ka)

and therefore

ao/ k 1 =3he2-pk sin 0 (25)
where 0 is the angle between k and the earth's magnetic field which coincides with the z
axis. k lies in the x-z plane.

It follows from equation (25) that (24) can be written as
,(Wo+CO)=8rf o72 Tj 23- 1he-2 Wp k-4 sin I 0A(xj)oa,

X ff W(k)W(k- k) dkj, dk, (26)
where A(ci)=({(TTi) + [iZ(-1}-z determining the shape of ion lines. A(aj)
versus ai for Te/T = 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 are plotted in figure 2. For a larger ratio of T. to Tj,
A(ct) has a sharper hump located at a higher frequency. This indicates that Landau
damping broadens the ion lines.

It is interesting to note that r(wo+ w) in equation (26) shows a simple k-' behaviour
or an f--I dependence on radar frequency. In other words, the theory predicts that'4 radars of lower frequencies would detect stronger ion lines. These ion lines have less
Doppler shifts as explained by an example given in §3. Much simplification of equation
(26) can be achieved if we assume that the energy density W(k1) of Langmuir waves is
constant inside a cylinder of radius kr and height kh in k space. This means that the
double integral in equation (26) is expressed approximately as

ff W(kA) W(Rn -k) dk1, dk1 n_2 W'krkh
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Figure 2. Graphs of A(ci)={llT/T,)+[I-aZ(-tl-'l}- 2 as a function of a =
(w/k) (mj/2Tj) 2/ for Te/T =(A) 1.0, (B) 1.5, and (C) 2.0.

or

ff W(ki)W(ki-k) dk1 , dk,,2 - oSE'4kr-$ir-2kn-

in terms of the amplitude of Langmuir wave field E. Then, equation (26) can be written as
%I O~(wo.0+ €) = E4

where
.q=4wlno2T- 2 o 2kr-kh-13-lhe-2 p-Ik --1 sin-' 0,TA(01I).

Equation (27) is a convenient form of the theory, from which one may estimate
roughly what the Langmuir wave amplitude would have to be to produce the observed
radar cross-sections.

3. Interpretaton and discussion of Arecibo ion line enchaneement

It is clear from figure I that the ion lines observed at Arecibo (Hagfors and Zamlutti 1973)
are modified appreciably after ionospheric heating. However, the wave number of these
ion density fluctuations is 18 m --', which is larger than the linear dimension of the k-space
region occupied by the spectrum of unstable Langmuir waves (see figure 3). This spectrum
of unstable Langmuir waves is adapted from the theoretical calculation of Chen and Fejer
(1976). According to the theory, these unstable Langmuir waves are excited by an
O-mode heater wave near its reflection layer in the ionosphere via parametric decay
instability.

- -Obviously, the ion lines detected by the Arecibo radar at 45" cannot be generated as
beat products of these unstable Langmuir waves. They may, however, be so generated
by a spectrum of stable Langmuir waves which originate in the scattering of the heater
wave and of the unstable Langmuir waves from thermal ion acoustic waves. These stable
Langmuir waves are much weaker than those unstable l.angmuir waves, but they have a

,-7
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Figu 3. Illustration of the relative magnitudes of the ion acoustic mode detected by the
Arecibo 430 M~lz radar and of the saturated spectrum of Langmuir waves in the k space.
The saucer-shaped rcgios represent the latter, which is adapted from the theoretical
calculation of Chcn and Fejer (1976). The diagonal arrow represents the wave vector
of the ion fluctuations. Ao is the local geomagnetic field direction.

.-. , broader distribution in k-space. Calculation of stable Langmuir waves at 450 has quite
successfully reproduced the Arecibo weak plasma line echoes (Fejer and Kuo 1973,
Perkins et al 1974). We, therefore, interpret the weak ion line enhancement observed at
Arecibo as the consequence of nonlinear interaction of stable Langmuir waves via
ponderomotive force. Such a physical process is formulated in detail in §2. This inter-
pretation leads to the expectation that ion density fluctuations of longer wavelengths

- .-(i.e. smaller wave numbers) will be enhanced strongly by the nonlinear interaction of
intense unstable Langmuir waves. In other words, it is predicted that back-scatter radar
of lower frequencies, say, 50 MHz, would detect at Arecibo ion lines which are strongly
enhanced by intense sources (i.e. unstable Langmuir waves) in addition to their k- 1

behaviour shown in equation (26).
We note, from figure 2, that the ion lines are located approximately at I 1L 1.45 in

the case of °T./T 1.5, where at is the ratio of the phase velocity (uW/k) of ion acoustic
waves to their thermal velocity (2T/M)t/2. if Tt= 1000 K, the frequency of forced ion
acoustic modes detected by the Arecibo 430 MHz radar is about 4.2 kHz, which agrees
with the observation (Hagfors and Zamlutti 1973). Under the same ionospheric condi-
tion, ion lines detected by a 50 MHz radar are estimated to have a frequency of 0.5 kHz.
That is, the theory expects that much narrower ion lines would be observed by a 50 MHz
radar. Moreover, since the ion lines detected by a 50 MHz radar are primarily generated
by the saturated spectrum of parametrically excited Langmuir waves, the Langmuir wave
field E in equation (27) is therefore given by E=REo, where Eo is the threshold field
amplitude of the decay instability, namely

Eo - 3.42 Eo-! no(Te + T) Ve/Qop

and R is the ratio of Et to EA2 , where Et is the largest field amplitude of the heater wave at
* the standing wave maxima, neglecting absorption and the magnetic field, that is,

Ft =(8Pf/roc) (/Z) /"2 (Fejer and Graham 1974).
Currents flowing in the k direction of ion density fluctuations may cause the two-

humped ionic spectrum to become asymmetrical (Rosenbluth and Rostoker J962). It is,
however, impossible to generate such strong currents through ionospheric heating. Fejer
(1977) suggested that the asymmetry of enhanced ion lines might be caused by parametric

. interaction of the incoherently back-scattered waves with the upgoing probing wave. This
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process involves a parametric instability known as stimulated Brillouin scattering. The
back-scattered waves representing the lower frequency ion line are amplified, while those
representing the upper frequency ion line are attenuated. Fejer (1977) estimated that an
asymmetry of ± I % in the Arecibo ion lines was caused by stimulated Brillouin scattering.

This paper has presented a qualitative investigation of ion line enhancement; quanti-
tative analysis of it requires knowing the spectra of stable and unstable Langmuir waves.
Experimental spectra of Langmuir waves are still not available, in spite of two attempts tk

obtain them. It is by no means easy to calculate the theoretical spectra to meet the
exact experimental conditions, since some effects, e.g. the self-focusing of the heater wave
(Lee 1979), are now qualitatively clear, but it is difficult to evaluate them quantitatively.
It is crucial to prove the existence of the saturated spectra of Langmuir waves now,
because interpretations of some unexpected phenomena observed in ionospheric heating
experiments are based on their existence. Continuing effort to measure these spectra of
Langmuir waves is badly needed.
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etlracz. A parametric decay instability. which involves fear wae. Interaction 3 xlal ffedalndIralr~p

*with ao electrostatic pump, Is proposed as & process of product*& both the Ient 2.k2 A_ Ole-. 31 le th th-1r 2~l h(l ke11 Itf.~

lsrle- end the sbort-scale Irregularities In the tomoepherlo heot.ng export- 2 1 3 1 3 1o3tC I 13 t3

sent@. It can explain the detection of diatrete rather than continuous spectra 1l .lo/ 3) (32n

Th. growth rate can be ahow no he v - .I (lAko'
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1. Introduction

The generation of field-aligoed Ionospheric Irregularirtis one one of the Thm 22reee c2 ewbsmlfe nltial o h xiaino

shnrt- end large-scaen trneguianitiea 11fr l2Ie 2a 2i '2.'1

unexpected~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o15iato efet du oInshrcMtn.Tef~doindAcOaIf the following Ionospheric parameters are ued: a
3 Im'-2 96so

3
structure with scale length. of hundreds of monera or larger Is associated with5 5

ilo Wst). 04/2,-l.A Mie. The threshold field and ohe growth rate can bo

or shorten io respooeibie* for the creatien of snrong HF through VHF1 hockecatter 1 . . ~
.rO59-l313 .A.~ec)for 1 3 - 3 a. The threshold field required for

rader crone sectins. The Identification of possible morhenieme has stimulatedI
eanining the short-nal. Irregularities is qulte seal11 compared with the Lang-

a flurry of theoretical investigation . Thermal elf-focualtig instability 2 2 -2
wair field (may. O.7(nfm)) (2) fnr (llfA)is/m.)k 3 voU. -l I'e.. A3-307

(Perkins end Valet. 1974: Cragin end FoJer. 1974) has been generally believed Than.IIt 1, lt6.nOl ef 3(Wft) and _3.3.10i ill.1.0leii1o31 1( illf
to he the cuse of those large-scale Irregularinies. iowever, discrete rather

* than continent.s spectra of Irregularities as predicted by the theoris wene de-
Our proposed mechanism predicts then in the came of exciting lange-scale

* ented by the radar heam scanned rapidly ccons the modified region in theireuatestoshehldflsaerqiedormeswhSalrsa*

ionoter (Duncan and Beheke. 1972). The cases of ahort-ecals Irregolarities
siaes. Mtoreover, moem with smailer scale sine, hone langer growth rate. This

seem to * very omplicaed and asy possbilitie have may endpaaidn(themdetenty =onaofthdidtectionrathercethanathr otta n ontin spectract inInthe
en. al.. 1961 and references therein). In this paper, we Investigate the pare-DucnadBhk' rpimce Itsolbetesdtath ntbltyf

* msetrie decay process of 0-mode heater waves In the Ionosphere end show thet It
concern non generate both the Shorn- and large-scale Irregularities. This

*my he an efficient process of preduting field-aligned irregularities with a

bra rage f mlesfre mater tokilmetr@.instability say contribute additively to the "acitation ot ionoeyheric irreo-,
lariries with other mtchanism discaseed In the literature. since nather 0-en

2. oufe o Pu waesi-mode heoter onves can else geneae large-scaie Irreguiarities via the snit-
0-mode heater waes nan ecite pareeetricaily a Laftir once aod an Ion- focweing Inetability, ont the Inetability discussed in thie Paper can only he

* s~~~coustic oes near Ins reflection height to the loecphere. A Seareted spec- a~e y0md atnoes napc htmr nes sg-oi ret

*tree of Leeignuir eue is aenpeted theoreticelly to he fored vie the nontinar iritiea can ho predated by 0-mode than by i-mode heatter waese. This prodic-

Sa Lee adau damping. The octarreae of sack a parametric decay proesn has been ties can be teeted by, for eceePle. radio mtar Or Satellite scintllation

-Strongly Indicated by the plas" ine snhasenint observed at Arecibo. Theseesusars

enticed Lentgwtir once* have already keen considered so the potential Seunce of rfrne

* generating the ghort-ecale irreguarities (Perkins. 197A,; Lee end FaJor. 1976).

Along the gsm line, we investigate foar-etave other thee the tbrse-wavo Inter- Baregin L.P. and .l.A. 5ejer (197). ladlo 101.. tat- 11 96

action discassed by Perkins (1974) as the mochanise of causing the lsdcad
* ioosper~cirrgalaitte inthelonepheit hatig ewentents Ineeter, I.. A.C. bee, and t.A. ?@Jar (1961), J. Seophys. 1ae0. _66 9101.

tmosherc IreglartiesIn he 011m~htic dtitl OPOLOOCO-Lee. N.C. ad l.A. InleT (1979). Radio hol.. 13. 693.
Lehgmuir one. encite y 0-gede hester eavs arewe a the Pump to Pris .. (94,Rdest,2 05

Iitiate e@"thet psrsmasnri :netabilltY. trough whch ups tad end dowshiftedFotnVW m fj.alc(14.Ph .Re.Lt.L2134

* d~~~~'ee, bend. med a puely growing decay mode Sre prodaced. The matching wave-Prin. .1.ad .. 10li?.Pys1e.Lt.32 Il.

* ~~vestal ad woes freqaency relations for this Instabiity sn ~la
3
~l.Ackftwloiedt*. This ork ons suopported in pant by till Rt' ATh.C3G6?9" ot

* a~~~~sta.02 a .1., 3 .0, where the eubscript "I" stands for the Lengeir peeIp. "0" and Pttoerlsieeo ee7bedh 71 ot~ o9g-.1he

*2*' fee the apohifted and downehifted decoy bands. respectively, end "I" for the Seghe College Research Center.

Purely growing decay ade. The basic eqaet ions lOMIOTd In eat analyeis nt the

SProblem Snciude misctress and ton continuity equations, electr and ion CMnnae

atia. med electron heat 94qtto. fer simplirity. a reeztnelar system of

Coordinates in se Cho&"e then all the once cnt.re Ie* on the -1 plane, The

LeugneIr pum is assumend to be aso,, the geftS.*agnetl id Jine. Which nttotdfa

with the a Sala. in is a tediee but ocretghtferwevd pv-Oedune to totrcint
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ON THE PARAMETRIC EXCITATION OF PLASMA MODES AT UPPER HYBRID RESONANCE
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The conditions for the upper hybrid modes to be excited parametrically by an intense electromagnetic wave near its cut-
oft have been examined. They show that upper hybrid side-bands can easily be produced in the ionosphere by an obliquely
incident wave of ordinary but not extraordinary polarization.

Lee Il has shown that upper hybrid and diffusion hybrid modes can be represented by exp [-i(kx + wt)l
modes can be excited parametrically by an extraordi- and exp[i(kx - wot)] respectively, where w = w0 + i-,.
nary pump wave. The criterion of the instability is The mode-coupling equation for exciting the upper

eo 2 + v, where o, SIC, and ve are pump hybrid waves by scattering the pump waves off the

wave frequency, elect roi gyrofrequency, and dlec. electrostatic density perturbatiors can be obtained
tron-ion collision frequency, respectively. However, from electron continuity equation and momentum
this criterion cannot be satisfied in either laboratory equation. It is given by
plasma or space plasma. We show in this letter that + a) w2a 2 2 +1A
upshifted and downshifted upper hybrid modes can + PC+ Oe- PC )t I
be excited concurrently with a purely growing mode

by an obliquely incident ordinary wave transmitted 2 / 5' . p 6n
into the ionosphere from the ground. The established = pc + la V, • Ep • V ,Epxi
criterion prohibits the excitation of these plasma

* modes by an extraordinary wave. (i)
The process under consideration is a parametric in- where 01 is the electrostatic potential of the upper

stability which occuis near the cutoff of electromag- hybrid modes, 6ns is the electron density perturba-
netic waves in magnetized plasmnas. A monochronic tion due to the excited zero-frequency mode, vt is
dipole pump field, k1 = 9p exp( iA0t), can be rea- the electron thermal veloctty, w is the electron
soiably assumed. Let tile parametrically excited pure- plasma frequency, and V1 =xa/ax +.ja/8y. In ob-
ly growing (i.e., zero frequency) mode take the form taining (I). the approximation of uniform medium
ot exp('yt - ikx), where a positive value of', rep- has been made. Substituting 01 = j I expli(kx - cOl)],
resents the growth rate of the instability. The wave 02 = 2 exp[---i(kx + wt)], 6ns 

= nsh exp(yt -- ikx).
"-'-veclor (k) of this mode is taken to be along the x and Ep = p exp( -iwot) into equation (I) leads to

axis oh a rectangular system of coordinates. The z axis 0 A(6;i*l0), -A O,g ln) (2)
coincides with the imposed dc magnetic field (BO).  l - s, 2 , "(~n0 , ()

* Then, the excited upshlifted and downshifted upper where
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__-_peO __ex ifaeepy Iec1,x/tn/ i. t 3 t e/n + kmi /' 2W ,itoo + ive2oo - ' xe to too t
A( = 0 2 y2 X2 2Coo(wo -)1w 2 1(02 + v2 20 elc a+ + jw2 -W2 C oow PCC )

where o = wk + 112 + v2 _ w2 and Coc = ope

+ 3k 2 vt; the subscripts I and 2 designate the down- (k2 /kD)Co(wO + Sk)} t (6)
shifted and upshifted upper hybrid modes respec-

tively. y 4 o0 , Pe has been assumed in obtaining (2). Since the RHS of (6) must be positive, it requires that
The other equation relating M.s to Ol, derived >'(k 2

/k)( 12c) + v~w.%(w(I + 123. (7)
from electron and ion momentum equations, elec- D C

tron heat equation, and quasi-neutrality approxirna- Inequality (7) is the condition for the instability of
tion, can be shown to be concern to be excited by an ordinary pump wave in

B1 (3) magnetized plasmas (e.g., the ionosphere). If the pump
B s c1 -c2 ,wave frequency is large compared with the electron

where gyrofrequencN, (7) can be simplified to be
"",s=( nni e  2c2). 2v2 2) ,2 +1 2 2 2

B-( e1iVe+ k )& +2vemc/mi k vtv/Q2C) a> + - (k /kD)wO0 . (8)

+ 2 - 2 2 The threshold power has a minimum value at a = 0"II + " ' k C s  = _ J .( 2 + 2 2 1/ 2 _ 2 2 .2 ) J 2 ) .
C+2 ( +2 Co) where = v+ (k 1kD)(0-).

C = ke~mi)[2vewo/( - "2)1 - ivpyQe/Co) Solving (5) gives the growth rate of the instability. It is

iv(k 2lk 2 ) , y -ave + va 2 + 2(2k ot v /f22)

where pxand n are the penpendicular components X (9)Px12/i 1)11/2
of the induced electron velocity in the presence of

pump field;me, me , c , ,, and 21r/k D are electron where
mass, ion mass, ion-acoustic velocity, ion gyrofrequen-
cy, and Debye length, respectively. In the case of our a = (mn~/m) + 11 (kut2/Qe

interest, Co > 92e and k2 /k2 4 1 are assumed. Sub- 2 v2/S2)b = (mC/mi) + t (k2 2)

stituting (2) into (3) yields
B= C* (The typical ionospheric parameters in the i- region
B=CA+CA. (4) are: v. I kliz, 12-/2n - 1.4 MHz, Te - Ti 1 -, 1000 K,

For the oblique incidence of ordinary pump mfm i  3.4 X 10-5, opi2r - 6 MHz, 21o/kD -- 3
waves, the perpendicular components of the pump X 10- 3 m. Let us investigate the possibility of exciting
field are approximately related as e p, -ic . The upper hybrid modes with the wavelength of, say, 3 rn
induced electron velocity is, then, given by U in the ionosphere by an HF (say, 6 MHz) ordinary

= -iee ~/[me(w.o - 12e)] and "Rpy = eepx/Im,(C0 pump wave. It is seen that o0 - veto0 and the condi-
-f.] (4) can be, therefore, written as tion for the instability let I . (7) or (8)1 can be well

+ ) -U ( satisfied. The required minimum field intensity can
B vePoOJICV; ) he estimated from (6). It is about 3.2 (mV/in). The

(k2 /k )oO(wO + Se)}(v~o + 02)-I (5) corresponding growth rate is 1.8 s -I it
D,•.0 lepx 12/lepx 12,n  I 04 is assumed. This threshold

after the substitution of these expressions into it, field intensity is far below that (a few hundreds of
where mV/mi) employed in the ionospheric heating experi-

-4 = / -- ments perforned at, for example, Boulder and Puerto
( m k Iw" Rico. Therefore, tpper hybrid modes can be easily

The threshold power for exciting the instability is produced by ordinary pump waves in the ionosphere.
determined by setting y 0 in (5), namely, The comparison between the predictions and the

relevant obervations in the experiments will be pub-
4. lished elsewhere.
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In the case of the extraordianiy pump wave, cpy lead io different results in comparison with the previ-
f = The extraordinaiy mode tends to propagate ous relevant studies (e.g.. refs. 14- 81). Since the ex-

, along the geomagnetic field near its cutoff 121 and cited low frequency modes are purely growing motdc,.
, . almost becomes a right-hand circularly polarized tour wave interaction (i.e., p,'-ap wave, up-shified

wave. The induced electron velocity can be shown to and down-shifted excited high-frequency modes pure-
be Dpx = -ieepx/jle(wO + QC)] and ZPy ly growing mode) should be analyzed as described in
= -eEPX/imC(WO + Sk). The threshold power for cx- this paper. Except Dimant's work 141, only three-
citing the instability by an extraordinary pump wave wave interaction was considered before. Moreover, a

* can be similarly derived as new nonlinear effect, viz., a nonoscillatory beating
2 [2 current is included in our analyses. This beating cut-

"eePXIme i t h + Q 1e)/tl)J rent at zero frequency is driven by pump wave in the
X (me/mi +k t /2&c 2& ( )j , (W + W)2 +Oo oscillatory electron density perturbations of the ex-

2 2 + 2 cited high-frequency waves. It tends to compensate
X ftawo(w 0 - 12) %( O C) part of the well-known nonlinear effects, i.e., the

(k 2 /k )(o 4 -_24))--t . (10) ponderonotive force and the differential Ohmic heat-
ing. This new nonlinear effect not considerd in the

For the instability to occur, it requires that previous work leads to a marked difference between
0 22 2 our results and, e.g., Dimant's [41 in the threshold
e &2 )Iwo(wo 0 C fields and the growth rates of the excited instabilities.

+Finally we should point out that the present work
D o 0 C )is restricted to a uniform medium. The restriction of

" .Near the cutoff of the extraordinary waves in the our results as applied to the ionospheric heating ex-
ionosphere, periments will be discussed elsewhere.

= S2/2 + ( + We thank the two referees' comments which draw

Note that o = wk +Q2 + W2 w2 . Therefore, our attention to the interesting work in the previousNot tht e=  0-k
-' a ! + k 2vt + v. (.c/2)( + 4~ el/2p relevant studies. This work was supported in part
2 t t by NSF under grant numbei ATM-8008296 at

which can never be positive in the ionosphere. Thus, Polytechnic Institute of New York and by AFGL
we may conclude that upper hybrid modes cannot be contract F19628-80-C-0016 at Regis College Re-
excited in thc ionosphere by an [IF pump wave of search Center.
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The Role of Parametric Decay Instabilities
in Generating Ionospheric Irregularities

S. P. KUo AND B. R. Ctfr.o
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M. C. Lut:
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We show that purely growing instabilities driven by the saturation spectrum of parametric decay
instabilities can produce a broad spectrum of ionospheric irregularities. The threshold field IE,1 of the
instabilities decreases with the scale length% A of ht- ionospheric iregularities as I',h ' A in the
small-scale range (< 15 m) but becomes an increasing function as !E,,,! x i n the large-scale range. The
minimum threshold field (-2 mV/m) occurs aIt A 20 m. he growth rate y of the instabilities
maximizes at X - 6 m and decreases drastically as y '  with scale lengths larger than a few
kilometers. The excitation of kilometer-scale irregularities is strictly restricted by the instabilities
themselves and by the spatial inhomogeneity of the medium. Ihese result, are drawn from the
analyses of four-wave interaction. Ion-neutral collisions impose no net effect on the instabilities when
the excited ionospheric irregularities have a field-aligned nature.

I. INTRODUCTION (Perkins. 19741. In his study of three-wave interaction.

Parametric decay instabilities are expected to be excited Perkins 11974] has already commented on the importance of
by 0 mode heater waves in ionospheric heating experiments four-wave interaction for exciting purely growing modes. In

. [Perkins and Kaw, 1971]. A saturation spectrum of Lang- this paper we analyze a process of four-wave interaction
muir waves within a small cone around the geomagnetic field including beating current in addition to differential ohmic

.- can be produced by these instabilities via cascading process- heating and nonlinear Lorentz forces as the nonlinear effcts
es and nonlinear ion Landau damping Ie.g., 1-ejer and K,,. for purely growing modes. The mechanism for the genera-Ation of field-aligned ionospheric irregularities is the ilamen-.71973a; Perkins et al., 19741. Although experimental -:pectra (inofel-igdinsprcirguatessth lre-

of such Langmuir waves are still not available, it has been tation instability of Langmuir waves. The beating current at
generally believed that plasma line enhancement observed at zero frequency is the nonoscillatory part of the current
Arecibo (Carlson et al., 19721 is the evidence of the excita- driven by the total high-frequency fields on the total high-

" tion of parametric decay instabilities. Based on the theoreti- frequency density perturbations. It appears in the electron
cal spectra of parametric decay instabilities, plasma line continuity equation. The differential ohmic heating force is
enhancement at Arecibo can be successfully reproduced the hydrodynamic expansion force of electron gas caused by
IFeier and Kuo. 1973b. Perkins et a/., 19741. the wave-induced heating. It appears as an additional pres-

The relevant roles of parametric decay instabilities in sure gradient term in the electron momentum equation. The
' causing other unexpected modification effects due to iono- nonlinear Lorentz force is derived from the convective term

spheric heating have been actively explored, such as 6300-A of the electron momentum equation and is reduced to the
airglow enhancement [Fejer and Graham, 1974; Weinstock. ponderomotive force in the unmagnetized plasma case. It
1974; Nicholson, 19771. the generation of short-scale field- will be seen that the differential ohmic heating force predom-
aligned ionospheric irregularities [Perkins, 1974; Lee and inates over the ponderomotive force in the consideration of
Fejer, 1978]. the possible formation of a soliton and its present interest, in contrast to other cases. e.g.. type III
collapse [Weatherall et al.. 1982], etc. However, parametric solar radio bursts [Bardivell and Gohd,,an. 1976: Weallicrall
decay instabilities do not seem to be the only cause leading et al.. 19811, where ponderomotive force is the dominant
to the generation of short-scale irregularities. Their domi- nonlinear effect.
nant role is questioned in particular by the discovery of the The plan of this paper is as follows. The excitation of
overshoot phenomenon of plasma line intensity at Arecibo parametric decay instabilities by ( mode heater waves is
[Shoaen and Kim, 19781. Other competitive mechanisms briefly described in section 2. In section 3. purely growing

- have been suggested with continuing effort [e.g.. Das and instabilities driven by the saturation spectrum of parametric
Fejer, 1979; Inhester et al., 1981 and references therein: Lee decay instabilities are analyzed in spatially uniform plasmas.

* and Kuo, 19821. The excitation of ionospheric irregularities The uniform medium theory is justified by the ,eult that
by powerful HF radio waves is probably a gross effect large-scale (kilometers) ionospheric irregularities cannot be
contributed additively by different mechanisms, excited favorably by the purely growing instabilities. The

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the generation influence of spatial inhomogeneity on the generation of
of ionospheric irregularities by the saturated spectrum of ionospheric irregularities is discussed in section 4. and

* parametric decay instabilities via purely growing instabilities conclusions are finally drawn.
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the ionosphere. After the excited Langmuir wave grows and a a. .'. ~ ~acquires a sufficiently large intensity, it can decay into a it Vt -f W )+ o t" Z -t ,
daughter Langmuir wave and an ion acoustic wave. A

cascade to lower-frequency Langmuir waves proceeds and
finally results in a saturation spectrum of Langmuir waves + (k, _ k,

eihj:.r and Ki, 1973a. Perkins et al., 1974J whose distribu- ,.()/ j , k ki)

tion in wave vector space is confined in a narrow cone
around the axis taken along the geomagnetic field. 1 In/

These parametrically excited Langmuir waves are now +- I, 4N
considered as pump waves to excite ionospheric irregular-
ities (purely growing modes) and wave vector up-shifted and where (P., 4.). and P0 are electrical potentials of the Lang-
down-shifted daughter Langmuir waves. The process under muir pump wave, up-shifted daughter Langmuir wave, and
consideration can be represented by the following matching down-shifted daughter Langmuir wave; no. Sn. and s'. are
relations: unperturbed electron density, induced nonoscillatory elec-

0 tron density perturbations, and electron-ion collision fre-
(I) quency respectively: the superscript asterisk is used to

S, =k + k k k -k k0  indicate complex conjugate; and woJ2 = W0( + 3k;/Ik),j

where 0. I. 2. and 3 are used to represent respectively the 0, 2, where k0 is the Debye wave number. In obtaining (3)
down-shifted daughter Langmuir wave, the Langmuir pump and (4), uniform background density no has been assumed.
wave, the up-shifted daughter Langmuir wave, and the The other coupled mode equation can be obtained from
purely growing mode (ionospheric irregularities), the following fluid equations for electrons and ions:

To begin with our analyses, the Langmuir pump waves
(wi. kl) are represented approximately by the following
dispersion relation: i , nV, 0 t5)

W1_2 _______ T ki:2 )( f 3k,' 0) (2) m +V y E tn)VVk1-" -fl.- t + k~ V, J V,,... eE - ml,., x

where &)r,. 1). and I,. are electron plasma frequency, elec- -'rn(V'- V,) (6)
tron Debye length, and electron gyrofrequency respectively.
A Cartesian system of coordinates is chosen with its z axis
along the geomagnetic field, and the wave vectors lie on the '1- + -. 2V (R R V 7
r-z plane. Since no damping term is included in (2), unatten- at ne •
uated Langmuir pump waves have been assumed. This is
because the Langmuir pump waves with saturated intensities - 2 - (T, - TO) -- 'Jf. (V,.-b (7)
are maintained by CW 0 mode heater waves. For simplicity. M
the Langmuir pump waves are assumed to be not depleted.
In fact, the process discussed in section 3 can modify the -n, + • n:Vi 0 (8)
saturation spectcum of Langmuir waves determined by, for at
example, cascading processes or nonlinear ion Landau if
damping and c.r c viewed as a saturation mechanism of the M (- V, V, = + E + MI±iV, x-
parametric '.'x instability. Therefore the effect of pump n,
depletion should. ;n general, be considered in the following
analvses. However, this is beyond the scope of the present V In, . - V") -',MV, (9)
work. n,

3. PUREI V GROWIN( INSIABILITIES where
Exuri I BY LANGMUIR PUMP WAVES

The coupled mode equations, for daughter Langmuir R,-

waves (4. k,: to. k,) in terms of langmuir pump waves (wl, R -n v,)
ki) and ionospheric irregularities (wi, kW can be derived
from the electron continuity equation and electron momen- and where m and A/ are the masses of electrons and ions: n,

- . turn equation as V. T, 0i. and P are their density, velocity, temperature,
gyrofrequency, and thermal pressure. To is the plasma

a:l-[i"' 2 + 11,.2 temperature (measured by electron volts) in thermal equilib-
(i 'of at rium; ,,, is the ion-neutral collision frequency: and the angle

brackets in (7) mean the time average taken over a few high-

/+,U k2 2 k2)li (Tl frequency periods.
__72 - (k, k,) According to the matching relations given by I I), waves

S" 0,' '1,' '2.' and '3' may be designated rcspectiiclN by

-5n2.i: ~() (3) j exp iik, - r wt)] bpi exp 14 1 - r - tj

4),, exp [i(k• r wll bpi exp (yt 11 - 0

[,:e"'1
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x L ,,M8Vi = -(7T4ni,)ikin, # cEl

" -* M,6V, x + 't( lV, - 8V,) (9')

where "i,, y+ v,,. The nonlinear Lorentz force term is not

k3 included in (), because ions are too massive to respond
quickly in the high-frequency fields. Eliminating E,. V,.

;0 . Z 'V,, and ST,. from (5')-(9'). we obtain the following coupled

k. E6 mode equation for the purely growing mode:
L -li ,.a bl I " " + A, - ,I-

Fig. I. Configuration of four-wave interaction. Langmuir pump
wave (kl) propagating along the geomagnetic field excites it down .v (1 1 33k 3:

2  6n
shifted daughter Langmuir wave (k1 ) and a purely growing mode + + al b- + - "(k.. An up-shifted daughter Langmuir wave (k2) is also excited as , J.- oJ\f/
the beat product of the Langmuir pump wave (ki) and the purely
growing ode (k3). bk ., (1, k 2 ,

S=a{ -- F,- F,

where w, = wol + iy and a positive y represents the growth M
rate of the instabilities. Equations (5)-(9) in linearized form

*.. can be written as b --- 2k -,2 "L b:_

no 2 2

whee (') + - H(b + --- k.,2k,)where 3M Ile-

J lo-'(l,.Veo* + neo*Vei + n,.t*V. 2  n,-2V,-I*) [ ,C~f C'' H

is the superposition of nonoscillatory beating currents driven [ V,. ,,, J-1

by the Langmuir pump wave in the oscillatory electron
density perturbations of the excited high-frequency waves where

and vice versa; n, is the unperturbed plasma density. a - y + 2v,.(mlM) (3/2n,)(k1:-R " + k;,2R. )

Ih/ k,- + k 3({ll ,i,,,)
nF and F'. F,. and F. are the three compencnts of F.

The dispersion relation can be derived from (3). (4), and
(10). Instead of giving its complicated general expression, we

- eE3 - mi, 8 Ve x - mv,(8V, - C V,) (6') analyze the dispersion relation for a special case, wherein
where the Langmuir pump wave propagates along the geomagnetic

field. This actually represents the most favorable situation,
F = m(ki • V,0*Vi - k& - ViV~o* because this Langmuir wave has the largest intensity in the

+ k2  - k V,,.*, saturation spectrum of parametric decay instabilities. The
study of this case is therefore sufficient to highlight the

* is the superposition of nonlinear Lorentz force- acting on an problems. Since the up-shifted (k,) and down-shifted (k)
electron which oscillates under the influence o" the Lang- daughter Langmuir waves are in symmetry with respect to
muir pump wave and experiences a force exerted by the the Langmuir pump wave (see (3) and (4). the purely

* excited high-frequency waves and vice versa. This force growing mode (k) is exactly perpendicular to the geomag-
" reduces to the ponderomotive force in the unmagnetized netic field in this particular case. Illustrated in Figure I is the
- plasma case and includes an additional term, -(V, x V x configuration of this four-wave interaction process in wave

V,), in the magnetized plasma case. El is the low-frequency vector space:
electric field. The inertial term has been neglected in (6') k= A 4 k, kX

- since y r P, is assumed and can be justified.i" ~k, = kti + k Z: ko - k ,7 q.

ST,. = J(l - iTok3 • SV,) Hence (10) reduces to

2 'yfi(i(y " 1 1 1 1 .'"l t",,' I 4 . . (, l ;

H'] where I! = 2p,.m(V,. • V,. ,- V,.2 • V,,*) is the differential -- ' ,, A, It
ohmic heating term arising from electron energy dissipation
in the high-frequency wave fields. ., C C*°" i. -7 ' / d (11)

y.n, * inok . 6V, 0 t) (M)

37
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where • I k,2{~ i -N2|1 1

aq 1 + 2 r, i,,/M) v,., 1
2r,.2  A" 2 - ;2

where r, is the electron gyroradius. With heaid of\(2),,k3) {2 /and (4) ecome ao k 2 4 k: * 3 v,'

2 2,2 4 k . 2 ,
k nk 3v,2)/ 2w2v, . (wJ2 - 124

+ j( 2 
- -3 +1k)

• (& \Wi) ~+ + 3) - a0  k3
2  +(,"

+a' 3v [12 (12 fle) 2v,2(., 2 - (1

X (18a)

+ iwi(ws
2  n,2), (,3) or

where 
ln c2k2'. where 1](;I + + kj y + 2ve m + v,

0i- W(I + -, 2/k,,') V
1
" T /m + I k = 2(mlM)(elm) 2 [14),A 1 

4k3
4
(k,, + k;2) 'I

and P ,' v, has been assumed. J

In the presence of high-frequency electrostatic wave2( i. 2

fields, the electron density perturbations are given bynkk12 + k12 + 3v,' + 2v," + (12 11,2 )2
&pi, -k, 2 /4ire j 0, I, 2

and the electron velocity perturbations can be represented • jv.i W )2k1e2\ /, 2 ± v,2

approximately by 21. \W/Ai4 A /

v, -elm) .i .2,, + i 2 + -j + + ve 2- + kilr.2)/(k--- + 3t,. (8b)•~~~~~~~~~ .",:- ,. ", -)..")Jk,- + k;2

j 0. 1.2
On the right-hand side of (18a) the three terms labeled by F-.

Then, i. and J correspond respectively to the three nonlinear
effects, namely, nonlinear Lorentz forces, differential ohmic

UPI A (k1  - (14) heating, and beating currents. The first term inside the
-"(w, " - l, - 4 brackets labeled by F comes from the ponderomotive force.

and the second term is derived from -(V,. x V x V,.). which

k"2  reduces to zero in the unmagnetized plasma. It is seen that

!t v,,m(el)"2 ($,*4l + ) (15) the nonlinear Lorentz force and differential ohmic heating
top force add together for w1 > 11, and are partially counterbal-

anced by beating currents with the net result given in (18b).
Fk I -k Note that a 1, + 2vr(mlM) + vj2r,.2, where (n/A) -- 3.4

.f , + ) ( x 10- and r,. - 2 cm in the F region. Therefore the

contribution of the ponderomotive force in generating field-

F, -- (/ , A, aligned ionospheric irregularities is smaller than that of

hF, .in (** (17) differential ohmic heating by a factor of k32r,,2 for irregular-Al , (w 2- 11.) ities with scale lengths (X) less than m7,.(2M!mn),'2 _ 15 m

Substituting (14--(17) into (1) and with the aid of(12) and and by a factor of (mlM) otherwise.
If the following 

ionospheric 
parameters 

are used for the

(13). we obtain the dispersion relation region heating experiments: rn/M(O') -3.4 x 10 1. ,. I

- k I, 2  kHz, (l,./27r - 1.2 MHz. v, -- 1.3 x 10' m/s. wi,'2r - 6 MHz,
,, k., , * 2v, - + V.,. v, - - 0.5 Hz. 2wr/k, - 0.4 m. and E, =Q,), - 0.7 V/m.

[ ,.v,,/ M 112 equation (l8b) can be simplified as

A 1 V 2m. --M)(e/r)jP,12k' 4(A1 + k,) 'I ± A;C,2 Y 2 1"- + v,, Ar,.', - -

M V, ,3 .f

W"
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70 ,the instabilities defined to be (he time interval for the

amplitude of excited modes to exceed their thermal level bI
60 five e folds of magnitude.

The threshold field decreases with the scale lengths of
irregularities in the small-scale range but becomes an in-
creasing function in the large-scale range. This interesting
behavior of threshold field versus scale lengths can be seen

40 from (20) where

~30 IEml (-s/3/2)(m/e)(u,24/1k) 

X --< 7rr,.2Mfml' I iS m
__ x A',M/ ) A -- ' 15 m-- 20 IEthl - 1.2(mlD):tm/)fk)kfl :  ,k , 15 m

While lEth has a minimum value of 1.89 mV/m around A,
10 20 m, the growth rate (time) has a maximum value of 56.0 s

(minimum value of 0.09 s) near X, = 6 m. Although meter-
0 ' scale irregularities have the fastest growth rates, larger-scale0o Mm) 102 1 ' (tens and hundreds of meters) irregularities can still be

excited by the present instabilities in reasonable time (a few
Fig. 2. Threshold field intensities IEW5 as a function of scale to tens of seconds). However, the thresholds and growth

lengths of the ionospheric irregularities excited by purely growing time of k et er- te irese drast
instabilities. time of kilometer-scale irregularities increase drastically.

Consequently. kilometer-scale irregularities cannot be excit-
Ihlrdms2j(Pl 12p 

2  
I ,2 ed by the present instabilities as favorably as by the thermal

3 tk,2 + k3 
2  

2 ~self-focusing instabilities [Perkins and Vale, 1974; (ragin

/+ and Fejer, 1974; Berger el al.. 19751.
[k434( 2+ k3 

2
-1 4. DiscuSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

jk 32( f,2 + 3uV,2 + 2,e2l + P, 2Wl (19) Along the line of Perkins' (19741 approach, we consider
"Lkkiz + k 3 

2 the saturation spectrum of parametric decay instabilities as
It is interesting to note that since Ajl]/v,, :3 1. ii,, is finally the source of heating-induced ionospheric irregularities.
ctaisneeing to9. nTe hatsincabe understoodfr ) Instead of three-wave coupling, we analyze four-wave inter-
canceled in (19). The reason can be understood from (el) action whereby the Langmuir pump wave can excite twothat ,, can be retained in the expression unless the purely dagtrLn uiwve(aevcorp-hfdad

:'-growing modes are exactly field-aligned (i.e., k -. = 0). In daughter Langmuir waves (wave vector up-shifted and
gterw ods ia nnexatly ffec field-aligned ir down-shifted sidebands) and ionospheric irregularities (pure-
other words, it,, has no net effect on field-aligned purely ly growing modes). This is. essentially. the filamentation
growing modes. It can be shown that the retardation on the
polarization drift of field-aligned modes caused by 's,, damp- instability of Langmuir waves in a magnetized plasma.

ing is compensated by an FD X B drift due to vi,, drag force in Moreover, nonoscillatory heating currents as well as differ-

the direction perpendicular to the plane formed by the
geomagnetic field and the polarization drift.

The threshold field IEh, = k,1 ), is determined from (19) 10 2 10

by setting y = 0. i.e., 56, -.----------

2-: k2 + k22 O. 102

. ++ 3v,2) + 222 + V2}

I+k k, 2 + k 2 + 2vr,k 1 (20) 0 : --- -------------- 0-1

Solving (19) for y gives the growth rate

-. ' . .r' 0231 0'2,', 3'r"' + -[(m + J/}Z . _1 "- ........... . . 0O

.-tk'" + )+ + ,n-32r2)2 IFig. 3. Growth rates y and growth times 7a% a function of the

+ 2k.222M krr( - I 2, (21) scale lengths of the excited ionospheric irregularities. Curves A and
2M IEh\ B represent respectively the growth rate% and growth times of purelyX growing instabilities. Growth time is defined t) ht the time intersal

The results of (20) and (21) are plotted in Figures 2 and 3 for the amplitude of excited modes to exceed their thermal level hs.
respectively. Also plotted in Figure 3 is the growth time of five e folds of magnitude.

) • , . .3 . . .)'
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enlial ohmic heating and nonlinear Lorentz force arc the scale (hundreds of meters) irregularities can even survive for
nonlinear effects in the formation of field-aligned ionospheric hours.
irregularities. Because the excited low-frequency modes are Although our attention has been addressed primarily to
purely growing modes, the beating current always provides a the generation of field-aligned ionospheric irregularities, the
stabilization effect to counterbalance partially the differential filamentation of Langmuir pump waves is also an important
ohmic heating and nonlinear Lorentz forces. The principal result in our work. Schmidt (19751 shows that the breakup of
results of our analyses are summarized as follows. (I) A solitons is just a continuation of the filamentation instability.

S'broad spectrum of ionospheric irregularities can be produced A comparison between the present work and the recent work
with scale lengths ranging from meters to hundreds of meters on a soliton and its collapse [Weatherall et al., 1982; Hafi-i
under reasonable experimental conditions. (2) The analyses et al., 1982] cannot be made directly, however. This is
of four-wave interaction reflect new features of purely because only ponderomotive force is included to analyze the
growing instabilities not discovered before in the analyses of nonlinear evolution of Langmuir waves via the oscillating
three-wave interaction. The threshold field JEWi of the insta- two-stream instability [Weatherall et al., 1982] or via the
bilities decreases with the scale lengths A of the ionospheric scattering of Langmuir waves off ion acoustic quasi-modes
irregularities as IEhi in the small-scale range (<IS m) [Hafizi et al., 19821. In our future work. we plan to take a
but becomes an increasing function as IEthl C X in the large- broadband Langmuir pump in the analysis of the modula-
scale range. The threshold field has a minimum value of -2 tional instability. Then, the nonlinear evolution of this
mV/m at X - 20 m. The growth rate y of the instabilities instability can be studied and compared with the results of
maximizes at A - 6 m and decreases drastically as yx X 2 the present linear stability analysis. As mentioned before.
with scale lengths larger than a few kilometers. cascading processes and nonlinear ion Landau damping

There is one important point to be made regarding the [Fejer and Kuo, 1973a; Perkins et al.. 1974] have been
maximum scale lengths of ionospheric irregularities excited suggested as the saturation mechanisms of the parametric
by electrostatic pump waves. As shown in Figures 2 and 3, decay instability. The process discussed in our paper can
the instabilities do not favor the excitation of large-scale also be considered as a saturation mechanism of the para-
(kilometers) irregularities. On the other hand, the ionospher- metric decay instability. It occurs on a much slower time-
ic inhomogeneity also imposes a limitation as explained scale than the cascading processes or the nonlinear ion
below. To generate large-scale irregularities as the beat Landau damping. It, then, contributes to depleting and
product of two Langmuir waves, it requires that the coher- broadening the saturation spectrum of Langmuir waves
ence of these two short-wavelength Langmuir waves be determined by, for example, the cascading processes. There-
maintained over a distance of many wavelengths in the fore the depletion and broadening effects of the present
transverse direction. Under quiet and spatially uniform (with process on the Langmuir pump waves should be taken into
typical scale height of a few tens of kilometers) ionospheric account in our future analyses. If pump depletion is the
conditions, the maximum scale lengths of the excited irregu- saturation mechanism of the instability proposed here, the
larities are determined by the instabilities themselves. Other- intensity of the purely growing modes can then be deter-
wise, they are primarily determined by the spatial inhomo- mined.
geneity of the medium. In conclusion, purely growing instabilities driven by the

It should be pointed out that although growth rates are saturation spectrum of parametric decay instabilities can
determined by ionospheric and experimental parameters, the excite not only meter-scale but also tens and even hundreds
location of their maximum (around X, = 6 m in Figure 3) of meter-scale irregularities within seconds (see Figure 3)
does not change significantly with different parameters (e.g., under optimum (i.e., quiet and spatially uniform) ionospher-
varying 1E: 0.3-1.2 V/m). The result that meter-scale irreg- ic conditions. The excitation of kilometer-scale irregularities
ularities have the fastest growth rates generally agrees with is strictly restricted by the instabilities themselves (i.e.. their
the experiments. However, whether the growth rates of spatial coherency) and by the spatial inhomogeneity of the

* irregularities maximize at the meter-scale lengths as predict- medium. It is true that parametric decay instabilities encoun-
- ed by this theory cannot be thoroughly checked from the ter competitive processes as indicated probably by the

available backscatter radar measurements le.g., Rao and overshoot phenomenon of plasma line intensity IShowen and
Thome, 1974; Minkott* 19741 and awaits future experimental Kim, 19781. However. since the threshold fields of purely
verification. The apparcnt experimental difficulty is that. for growing instabilities are a few millivolts per meter in the tens
instance, irregularities with a scale length of 10 m can be of meters scale range (see Figure 2). parametric decay
picked up by a backscatter radar of 15 MHz. but HF radar instabilities may still play a significant role in generating

* echoes cannot be simply attributed to the scattering from intermediate-scale ionospheric irregularities in the presence
irregularities, because refraction is important too. L.ower- of other competitive processes.
frequency HF probing radar signals cannot even reach the
heated ionospheric " region. .41AnHmledgc.nt%. This .ork %ka% suppo red by NSF grant

The use of unattenualed L.angmuir pump waves is not as ATM-81 14427 at Polsechnic Institute of Ne%% York and hb AFGL
unrealistic as it appears to be. As mentioned before, they are contract :196214-80-C.11 at Regi% College Rcsearch Center.
waves with saturated intensities maintained by CW heater The Editor thanks M.. V. Goldman and another referee for their

waves. As soon as the heater waves are turned off, they die assistance in evaltiating this paper

out within milliseconds. The induced ionospheric irregular- RH -RENCES
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Faraday Polarization Fluctuations of Transionospheric Propagation

M. C. Uzi:

A Reqis College Research Cenier. Westion, Massatchusetts 02193

Rapid. intense Faraday polaration fluctuations of satellite HF and VHF beacon signals have been
shown to he caused by wave scattering from density irregularities. Except in the case of HFP signals (e.g., 20
MI-z). irregularities with Gaussian spectra cannot affect the polarization of satellite signals as effectively as
irregularities with power law spectra. It is adequate to use the theory of single scattering for describing the
Faraday polarization fluctuations even in cases involving large density fluctuations, such as those of
41-MHz signals near the magnetic equator and those of I 36-MHz signals near the equatorial anomaly
region.

INtitOixitrOrs (extraordinary) mode in the presence of density irregularities.
Rapid. intense fluctuations in Faraday rotation angles havc El , (F, -)is the wave field of the ordinary (extraordinary) mode

been observed at middle and high latitudes in low orbit satellite in the absence of density irregularities, and 0,(0) the phase
bcacon signals of 20, 40, and 54 MHz [Kent, 1959; Par- shift caused by wave scattering from density irregularities. The
thasarathy and Reid, 1959; Yeh and Swenson. 1959; McClur,, phase shifts are given by
1964; Roger, 1965). Similar Faraday polarization fluctuations f ~ ep[i±r+R-2)
IFPF) of 136-Mtiz signals from geostationary satellite have -izor, dr
also been seen at locations like Ascension Island, Calcutta, andJVr
Delhi. situated near the equatorial anomaly region [Kiobuchar where r,( -2.82 x 10 iSm) is the classical electron radius,
and .4arons, 1980; Das Gupta and Maitra, 1980, Lee et al., 1982 ANJr) is the local density fluctuations, k.(k- is the wave
and references therein]. In the observations at Ascension number of the ordinary (extraordinary) mode, V is the total
Island. Lee o ill [I19812] noted the coexistence of FPF with volume of density irregularities, and as illustrated in Figure 2,
strong 1. band amplitude scintillations as displayed in Figure 1. z,, is the distance between the satellite and the ground-based
These two phenomena appeared together during the Post- receiver. r that between the satellite and the scatterer V, and R
sunset hour,, and disappeared simultaneously near or after that between the scatterer I' and the receiver, respectively. For
midnight. quasi- longitudinal propagation in the ionosphere. k, = k(Il

F PF of satellite signals have been interpreted as the de- 4 X V cos 0/2(l - X)] where X. Y. and 0 are the squared ratio
polarization of linearly polarized waves by wave scattering of the ambient plasma frequency (fIN) to the wave frequency (f).
from ionospheric irregularities [YVeA and Liu, 1967; Lee et al.. the ratio of electron cyclotron frequency (ai) to the wave fre-
198121. Vht and Liu 1 19671 show that small density fluctuations cluencv, and tlie propagation angle of the signal with respect to

-ihG iusin spectra atre sufficient to cause 1 - of 20-MHz tegoanichd;A. 2rtI- X' 2 i tewv
satellite signals. Ini the case of 136- MF H/ 1-. ee etI al. [ 1991 number for propagating in an isotropic medium (ie.. Y -- 01.
show that small-scale ( < 2(X) ml density fluctuations with power An iniduced Faraday rotation angle (Ail) due to wave scatter-
law other than Gaussian spectra are responsible for this effect. ing by density irregularities is just the half of the differential
I ligh ambient plasma densities have been shown to he required phase shift between the ordinary and the extraordinary modes.
to cause: the F- 11- of 136-M I signals.

'I he purposes of this paper are to investigate the different
nature of ionospheric irregularities that give rise to the FPF of Ail +O -0-1= -zr

satellite Ill-ind VfIF beacon signal% andi todiscuss the validity Nrex k +R-:J
of weak scattering theory and the elleci of mtiltiplc scattering in d'r ANr xp[ kr si R Uj r.k(r + R - z.)]
tie study (if I'li m the ionosphere. fR

where #: = X cos 0/201 X).
l~itsiiv 1o, itiAiiiN 1i L1t~iI~N5 H~tAn induced %ave field that is perpendicular to the original

Slinearly polairiLd satellite beacon signal can be decom- one can be visualized to be associated with the induced Fara-
posed ito an ordinary anti an extraordinarv mode for its daiy rotation angle. The ratio of the induced to the original
ir.insionospheric propagation If a %lab of tinif'orm density it- wave field% is apiproximately equal to the induced Faraday
rt'gii1l iiiics Is issii tiicd to exist in Ilive I regtiuon. catli Mtode canl roitat ion a nb'e, if the dilIkren ital phase sift bet Aceni two ch ar -
miicract Witli denst' mrcgularific1e in it different man ner as at cr istic% modtes is less thanr one radiani.

- described below. A%%triig that the irregularil) scale %i/es of Fihe physical quantity if* interest is the variance of the in-
iterest arc in tici greatecr I ha the waiveleii otf the signit I. (inc dtieed I a radlay rotat ion antgle, i.e..
can neglect the refrtaction catiscd by spatial in honiogeneit y and
the reflection from density irregularities. I or simplictoe 1  ,1 Ar 1 ANr>
may only consider single scattering process. which introduces f~ f R1 R2rr 2
dtlrerent complex shifts into the original ordinary and extra-
ordinary modes. i.e.. E1 ,(z(, = , exp I . where CO[l 1 4R.-: kr+R 2 -:)

lf.W ,u;) refers to the received wave field of the ordinary sinlr + R, ,O)l sin lvkir, + R,-- :,,)I
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Fig. 1. Sample data of the geostationary satellite signals received at Ascension Island on January 2.,1980. The amplitude
scintillations of the 136-MHz signals transmitted from SIRIO and those of the 1. band (1.541 GHz) transmitted from
MARISAT-(l) are displayed in channels (A) and (B). respectively. Shown in channels (C) and (D) are the Faraday rotation
measurements of 136-MHz signals in a ramp format with one channel displaced by 90 relative to the other. Rapid, intense
fluctuations make the last two channels almost undistinguishabic [Le'e' e at., 1 q82 1.

where the angle brackets indicate that the spatial average is where D is the thickness of irregularities layer, X the zenith

taken over the volume V. (AN(rt)AN*(r 2 )) is the auto- angle; F(t) = z0kj I 2C(2z - zo) + 44zzo _ Z2 (C 2]1 -

*correlation function of ionospheric irregularities. I = 0, + r,, It is clear in (2) that if F( ± c = FJO). (IA~i 2 >
vanishes and no FPF can be observed. Therefore. I-PF requires

IONOSPHERIC IRREGUL.ARITIES 000
Power law spectra and Gausstan spectra with a scale size of I

* km have been seen to be associated respectively with the early

* and the late developed phases of irregularities in the observ-
ation of satellite scintillations [Basu et al., 198O0z]. To simplify

* the problem mathematically, statistically isotropic density ir-
* regularities are considered and assumed to be generated by

spatially homogeneous processes, namely, the correlation func-
tion can be expressed as (,IN(f )AN*02)) = (AN)2 exp [ _(I ri

-r 2 ir -n where (AN)2 is the mean square fluctuations of
*the ambient plasma density; m - I for the power law type and -- (0,0,a)

m = 2 for the Gaussian type of ionospheric irregularities.f
Making the following coordinate transformation in (I) x D~-

'YXI + X2), Y i (Y1 + YA) Z = 1(ZI + ZA) X = - V2, 1 7 Y1 ---

dY2, C = Z- z2, and integrating 11) over x and v from -x,

to +- (x, one obtains 1
< AQ 1'> =n(AN)2rv jdz fjfd; di df

eXp[-(CQ + q2+ 1).12I

QW2b() %in I MON e + 172)I

-4H) sin I( t (K e +~ Itn7tvre1))~t

H F)~' ~*lI)lt 2 (jecmeirs oif ltansion.osphrrit propiagation anti *nve scatter-
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* that

44:zz0 - z' - (1/2)21 21(2z - z~ (3) 1.0-

in .jF(±EL Is have replacedC's in (3) since Cis of the order of. 0.8- (A) (8) (C) (D)
On the above condition it can be shown that?

<(I AO11> =2A~r.(<(AN/N))>,ND ' .

sec X[&z.(ZO- z,,jAI2nzo)J" (4) C: 0.4-/ / / .

for irregularities with power law spectra [Lee et at., 1982), :Z 0.2 -'.*~ ~
where i = 2x/k, and z. is the distance between the satellite and0.11 IfHfilIIil
the mean altitude of density irregularities, and that -2 -1 0 1

10 t0 10 10
<Ifl i A =x-3 /2i 3A'r,2N2(<(ANIN)2>0  2 ! 2

[ez4: 0~~~ (6 z~/o e (N/N) )p (%)

Fig. 3a. (tAN/NV) 2>1 2 versus ( IA01 2>11 for power law type of
for irregularities with Gaussian spectra [Yeh and Liui, 19671. irregularities to cause the FPF of geostationary satellite 41-MHz bea-
Equations (4) and (5) can be used to estimate the required cons at Huancayo (curves (A) and (B)) and the FPF of 136-MHz
density fluctuations (((AN/N)2>11z) for causing different de- beacons at Ascension Island (curve (CQ) and at Huancayo (curve (D)).
grees of FPF ((IAfljl>i/z) under the given ionospheric condi- The propagation angles (0) and the zenith angles (X) of 13&-MHz

* .signals at Ascension Island and at Huancayo are 52'. 10' and 85., 70',
tions. respectively. 0 and x or 41-MHz signals at Huancayo are 82' and 70-.

*Equating the right-hand sides of(4) and (5) leads to The ambient plasma densities N (or frequenciesfiv) at Ascension Island
and at Huancayo are taken to be 4.05 x 1012 M -3 (or 18 MHz) and

((AN/N)2 >, / 1.25 xI0,~ 2n M, (or 10 MHz). respectively. But in the solar minimum
<(N1 r,1 case at Huancayo (curve (B1)). N (orfN) is assumed to be 6.13 x l10l

= ((N/N)),"2 in '(or 7MHz).

2x 2 312f, - 312[ZO ',-.(Z( - :.k(Cos 0)]

(I -
2/f 3

i~f (6) 1981). Thef.F2 at Huancayo were generally less than 10 MHz in

which gives the ratio of Gaussian to power law types of density this solar quiet year.
fluctuations in causing the same level of FPF: wherejN , a ( Let us assume that ionospheric irregularities have a thickness
and j arc the ambient plasma frequency, electron cyclotron (D)) of 200 km at a mean altitude of 600 km (:0 - z.4). Figure 3a
frequency, speed of light in vacuum, and the signal frequency. show% thc theoretically calculated <(AN /N)'>, 1 versus ( I AD
respectively. 1I ' (equition (4)) for power law type of irregularities to cause

If the scale sizes of irregularities are assumed to be much less the 41-Mi-J FPF at Huancayo and the 136-MHz FPF at
than the slab thickness of irregularities. one may neglect (1/2)2 Ascension Island and at Huancayo, (AQ 12 ), 2 = 0.1 radians
in 13) and obtain corresponds to appreciable FPF and <AUl I)'l 2 = 0.5 radians

to large FPI'. The outer scale sizes of irregularities I (equation
N~ (7)) involved are displayed in Figure 3h. F' versusfv (equation

Cos 1) :4 . ;Zp 1(2:. -- :4) (7) (Oil( arc plottled in Figure 3c. The product of F and
K(AN'N)2 ~ 2gives the required Gaussian type of density fluc-

*on the substitution of t, I ' Cos (1:r2(1 _ k). Z'S have been tuations <(ANN)2>r2 2 for causing the same level of FPF.
replaced in (3) by :'s. which represent the distance between the The 136-MH~i FPF at Ascension Island turns out to be
satellite and the mean altitude of density irregularities. Taking caused by small-scalc ( < 200 ml irregularities vith about P',
the equality in (7). one can determine the outer %cale si/cs (1) of density depletion. It is, however. impossible for Gaussian type
irregularities involved in causing the 1F PF oif satellite beacon (if irregularities to cause the 136-MHz FPF. since absurdly
signal% tinder the given ionospheric conditions.

FPV OF (iwSrA rIONARV SAhI+,.t.111: HI-ACiN SiU,NAI..525
As mentioned before. FPF of geostationary satellite beacons

at 136 Vill/ have only been reported from ground-stations 20 .
such a% Ascension Island. Calcutta, DelIhi. tC(. near the equa-
to~rial anomaly region during the current sislar nmaxinmum 151- (Al tO) (C)I
picriod In the'observation% made at Asscension island (31 S T2 I0 4
dipt. very high ., 016- 2( Mull were indicated front Ihell%(
ntiistirements (.1. A klohuchar. private communication. I 9XII
.i,1d fronti the airhorne-iono~snde measurements of ionization
densit" profile-, it J. Weber and I I i Moore. private corn- 0____ I L4illU WL I IJ11 - 11.1 111I

munication. 19N I I While large 1- P11 of low orbit satellite 0 1 to3
441-M Ie' signals base been seen at middle-latitudc stations, e.g../(m
Caimbridge. l-nglanl I Kent. '159 1. Uaiada v rotation meatsure- )

mns of Isainr saelt AS@ir-~ inl ae * it, I he o u i cr -ca if ii * f irregulanties, iersus ambientmens o g! -,atindr saellte ATS61 1-M / sgnas mde plasni. thetuencies 1 1,1 in causing the 41-MIHz I P1 at Huanesyt.
at Iluancatyo 11.3 N dip), Peru in 1975 did not show rapid. (curve R')t and the I 1&MH:, IPF at Huancayo tcurve (Al) and *at
intense fluctuations (J. A. Klobuchar. private communications, Ascension Island (curve I ).
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112Fig. 4h. Curves (A). (B), (C), and IID) show the outer-scale size% ofFig. 3c. r versusfN. The product of r and ((N/N)')," gives the I rregularities involved in causing the [PFE of 116, 54, 44), and 20-Mtil
required Gaussian type of density fluctuations <(ANIN) 1 >c "' for caus- Irsetvlwti ifrn lsaevrncisfj
ing the same level of 41-MHz FPF at Huancayo, (curve (Al) and for signals epciey ihndfeetpam niomns I
causing that of 136-MHz FPF at Huancayo (curve (C)) and at Ascen-
sion Island (curve (B)).

No large FPlI ofA1IS64I-MH7 signals obser~red it( Iluancavo

lare dnsiy dpleion (eg.,<(N1N'>'' =834!. for< IA0 in 1975 prohahlv can be attributed to low IF, In the year of
lare dnsty dpleion (eg..<(A/N))' - 34' fo <IA(~ low sunspot numbters and small AN near the magnetic equator.

11>112 = 0.1) are required. The 136-MHz FPF are, therefore. Indeed. thc 1. hand amplitude scintillations. which are prt-
not expected during the late phase of ionospheric trregularities. tnarily allected by AN, show small fluctuiations under low stm-
Since both the L band amplitude scintilation and the 1-16-Mui spot conditions Observed at Huancayor[Busiuetal., 1980h). It ts
FPF are caused by small-scale (< I kin) density irregularities, posbeoselreIP-o esatnr 1-M Hz beacons
the coexistence of these two phenomena observed at Ascension at lluancayo during the current solar maximum period. How-
Island can be so explained. In contrast. the observation of ever. if AN atnd N in the anomaly. region are greater than those
136-MHz FPF at Huancayo is not expected. This is because at the magnetic equa~tor. it laronN of III. [r19811 have discussed.
Huancayo is located near the magnetic equator, where thecI,,F., the 1l1'1 of gcostationar.N 41-Mli/ beacons recorded at Hittan-
is relatively low and the propagation angles 0 of geostationary caowlntbeisaresIhsofgsatnr I3- z
beacons are nearly perpendicular to the geomagnetic hield, beacons measured a( Ascension Island.
therefore as shown in Figure 3. meter scale irregularities with
unrealistically large fluctuations (1.4%. for < I AD 11) 0. 1) F-II (H L~OW (ktui SAmt1.i.iu ItBWACON SiS.NAI.S
are required. Since the [1-11 of geostationary satellite 13ii-Mil/ beacon.,

The theory predicts that the 41-MHz FPF at Huancayo. if have been observed at Ascension Island. it ts natural it, specu-
any, are caused by irregularities with an outer scale of several late that the 1-PI oif low orbit satellite I136-M Hir beacons could
hundreds of meters. This leads to the expectation of the coexist- asbeeen at the same location. As shown in I- igures 4a, 4h.
ence of 41-MHz FPF and the I. band amplitude scintillation, and 4c, the ionospheric conditions for causing the latter are not

very different from those for the former. It also may be ex-
plained by small-scale irregularities with power-law spectra.

(A) (B)(c)(D) (E (F) Kilometer-scale irregularities with low density fluctuations
7 1.0- are sufficient to give rise to the FPF of low orbit satellite

beacons at 20, 40,. and 54 MH7 ats illustrated in Figures 4ac
06 Except in the case of 20-MIli s.gnals, Gaussian type of irregu-

0.6 larities cannot effectively catuse the FPF of satellite stgnals.
c:; Imagining that four polarimeters at Ascension Island are

0.- e W turned on to record low orbit satellite beacons of."20.40. 54. and
Z; 136-Mihz separately, one expects to see the FPF of 20-Mili

0.2 signals for most of the time, Once, all the polarimeters have

16 l 10 2

25-

4((AN/N )2 )12  1%) (D) t (. o

Fig. 4a. Ionospheric irregularities at middle- or high-latitudes are 0
assumed to have a thickness or 50 km at a mean altitude of 400 kmi. '

Curves (A). (Bh ID), and (F) correspond to the FPF of low orbit satellite to
20. 40, 54, and 136-MHz signals, respectively, caused by power law
type of irregularities withtn plasma density background of 1.25 x I(t o,,

-n m orf,. = 10 MHz). Both the propagation angles (0) and the zenith I-u IiI Iii 1i'1 111
angles Q~) are taken to be zeros for simplicity. But irregularities of 200 0 I 2 34 5
km thick within high plasma density environment of 4.05 x 1011 n It? 10 to to3 0 '0

(or Jv 18 MHz) have been assumed in obtaining curve (C) for the r
FPF of low orbit satellite 136-MHz beacons at Ascension Island. Fig. 4c. tI versis fly Curves JA), lBl, and I(') foi 20. 40., and 54-Mit
Curve (F) shows the condition for the FPF of 20 MHz signals caused 4ignals atI middle or high latitudes. Curve (t)) for I 16-MHz signals 41
by irregularities with Gaussian rather than power law spectra. Ascension Island.
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" measured the -PF of 20- to 136-Mftl signals. the 130-Mitt estimate the eficofmultiplescatteringonthecurrent analyses
S.FPF fades out lirst with the I. band amplitude scintillation ; the based on weak (single) scattering theory.

54-MHz FPF and then, the 40-M Re iPF die out later on; e en M ulti-scattered waves have larger angles of deviation (D than
in the late phase of irregularities characterized by (;aussian the singly scattered wave [Fejer, 1953]. Consequently, multiple
spectra, the 20-MHz FPF can still persist for quite a while. scattering can result in larger phase shifts of ordinary and

extraordinary modes. Since the induced Faraday rotation angle
DiStJssioiN is proportional to the differential phase shift between the two

modes, multiple scattering is essentially equivalent to the effect
Single wave scattering from ionospheric irregularities has of increasing the density fluctuations <(AN/N)2>1 '2 for causing

been used to study the FPF of satellite HF to VHF beacon large FPF via single scattering. In other words, AI) 2>i1, 2 X
- signals in this paper. It shows that weak kilometer-Sale density <(AN/N)2> I2 is not true for large FPF. <(AN/N)2>' 2 , there-

fluctuations are sufficient to cause the FPF of 20- to 54-MH/ fore, have been overestimated for large FPF. say, (1l~':' "

signals at locations not near the magnetic equator. Its use is = 0.5, on the basis of single scattering theory. The over-esti-
questionable for its extension to cases wherein relatively strong mation is, however, not serious. since there is just a factor of
density fluctuations are involved, such as the I-P of 41-MHz 5 between the <(AN/N)'>' ' for the appreciable FPF (i.e.,
near the magnetic equator and that of 136-MHz near the <IAn' 1 '2) 0.11 and that for large FPF (i.e.. <I AniI'>'r2
anomaly region. The validity of weak (single) scattering theory 0.5) No qualitative or significant quantitative changes are ex-

* as applied to thetherefore, briefly discussed pecled in the results presented in this paper after multiple
as follows. %catiering is taken into account.

I.et W(O) represent the power of satellite beacon signals
scattered per unit solid angle. per unit incident power density.
and per unit volume by irregularities: 4) is the angle between l-,,'Iledt,'ens the iuthor wishes to thank J Anrons. Sanhitn .
the direction of incidence and the direction of scattering. If the ttasu. Sunanda Basu. S Dasupta. J. A. Klobuchar. J ( Moore. and

wavelength is much shorter than the irregularity scale sizes, the U. J. Weber lor useful discussions. This work was supported h,, lI'6;
oontliacl I- 19l28-; -(')16

scattering has a sharply directed character, namely, most of the The 1:dilor thank% J 1P. McClure and K Davies for their assistance
scattered power 1101 is rest rioted within a small solid angle 0. if] evaluating ihis paper

.- 4 i4 .- Xnr.'l 3.iAN), I I + 4n'1'4)/A] (8) Ri-Ri NC'tS

for scatteriig b. irregularities with power law spectra I B /oker Aaros,. J.. I 1! Whitne . L MacKenzie. and S. Basu. Microa~e
and Gordom. 1950 1, and cquatlorL scintillation intensity during the current solar maximum.

R~idi, S4 'i f , ,39. 19 l.
R irt - r' :r, 213ANJ' , exp I - rr'1

2
4' '1') (9) lasu. S.. J P McClure. S Hasu. W B. Hanson. and J. Aaron%.

(iordinated .,iudy of equatorial scintillation in situ and radar oh-
for scattering by irregularile, with Oaussian spectra [Fe.r, sersatins of nightime l' region irregularities. J Geophrs. Re.. 85.

14'3 1. 5t t9. 191401
The power a removed, per unit length, from a beam of unit lI.su. S., S. Basu. i P Mullen. and A. Bushb)y. Long-teim I 5-GHz

amplitude scintillation measurements at the magnetic equator. (,-power density, incident at a zenith angle y on the irregularity h R-.. Ia'tt.. 7.259, 1980b
layer (sce Figure 2) is given by Hooker. H. G_ and W. F. Gordon, A theory of radio scattering in the

troposphere. Prs'. IR. 3,. 401. 1450
T d2:,rOWV) sec (I) Uis Gupta. A, and A. Maitra, VHF satellite signal scintillation near

the edge of the equatorial ionospheric irregularit, helt, in Los":-. I~ltiude Ahritntomnal Pr,,evw e. edited h-, A 11 Miira. P 20 9 Pe18d-
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• J" a dzl zI',, cxp - v) where ', is the incident power refracting medium. Pris" R. So,. London Ser. A. 22(.455, 1953

11 ~Kent. G. S.. High frequency fading observed (on the 40 Mc wavedensity. 1) the layer thickness of irregularitics, and 1 '- flie dz. radiated from artiticial satellite 1957 ,. J. Atrmos. Terr. Phvs., 16, 10.
Weak scattering requires that the unscattered power density 1959.

tshould not be very much less than the incident power density, Klobuchar. J A.. and J. Aarons. Studies of equatorial irregularities
"namely. ; has to be small in comparison with I. patches using SIRIO VHF transmissions. Alta Freq., 49, 345. 1980.
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The nighttime polarization fluctuations of linearly polarized 136 MHz satellite signals received at
Ascension Island, located near the southern crest of the equatorial anomaly, have been shown to be the
manifestation of depolarization effect due to the diffractive scattering by small-scale (<200 m) density
irregularities with power law spectra. The theory can explain its coexistence with L hand scintillation.

The absence of this phenomenon at equatorial locations off the anomaly crests is attributed to two factors:
(I) the ambient plasma densities are relatively low, and (2) the propagation angles of satellite signals
are more nearly perpendicular to the geomagnetic field

!. INTRODUCTION Similar observations of fast fluctuations of Faraday

Intense and fast fluctuations in Faraday rotation rotation angles associated with strong, fast amplitude

angles have been observed from low-orbit satellite scintillation have been observed as far away from the

beacon signals transmitting on 20 MHz by Parthas- equator as Delhi (44N dip). India (Y. V. Somaya-

arathy and Reid (19591, Yeh and Swenson [19591, julu, private communication. 1981), but they have not

and Roger [19651, on 40 MHz by Kent [19591, and been seen at Arequipa (7.90S dip), Peru, located near

on 54 MHz by McClure 119641. Kaushika and de the geomagnetic equator, nor have they been reported

Mendonca [19741 observed that the Faraday rotation by Yeh et al. 11979a, b], in observations taken at

angle of the 137-MHz VHF signals from a geosta- Natal (7.9S dip), Brazil.
In our observations from Ascension Island, wetionary satellite sometimes exhibited fluctuations of h note thecotnc f Fad Aolariztio

relatively slower periods, ranging from a few seconds have noted the coexistence of Faraday polarization
.to about an hour, when the lcal ionosonde showed fluctuations with strong L band amplitude scintilla-

spread F echoes at the low-altitude station of Sao Jose tion. They appear together during the postsunset
dos Campos (24"S dip), Brazil. Recently, Klobuchar hours and disappear at the same time near or after
and Aarons [ 1980] and Das Gupta and Maitra [ 19801 midnight. Saturated 136 MHz amplitude scintillations
have reported intense and fast fluctuations of the Far- with a fast fading rate are always seen during the ob-

day rotation angles, in association with strong and servations of Faraday polarization fluctuations. A

fast amplitude scintillation, respectively, from Ascen- sample record is shown in Figure !. In an experimentat Ascension Island in December 1979, we separately
sion Island (310S dip) and Calcutta (32 0N dip), both ac e aslnd n Deebet1979, werseparal
situated near the crests of the equatorial anomaly. recorded the amplitude of the left-hand circular and

right-hand circular components of 136-MHz signals
from the SIRIO geostationary satellite observed at 80'

'NAS/NRC Senior Resident Research Associate on leave from elevation transmitting nominally linearly polarized
the University of Calcutta, India. waves. We found that, during the times of strong, fast

amplitude fading when polarization fluctuations oc-
copyrs 192 by I, Amnfm C400.Y.KI uM cur, there was a loss of correlation of the opposite
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Fig. Sample data (f the geostationary satellite signals received at Ascension Island on January 2. 1980.
Channels (A) and (B) show the amplitude scintillation of the 136-MHz signals transmitted from SIIO and that
of the L band (1.541 GHz) transmitted from MARISAT 1, respectively. Shown in channels (C) and (D) are the
Faraday rotation measurements of I 36-Mffz signals in a ramp format with one channel displaced by 900 relative
to the other. Intense and fast polarization fluctuations make the lat two channels almost undistinguishable.

sense circularly polarized wave components (i.e., or- scintillate independently f Roger, 1 9651. The other
dinary and extraordinary modes). indicating that, dur- one proposed by Yeh and Liu 119671 is the process
ing those times, the concept of simple Faraday rota- of wave scattering by density irregularities. Induced
tion was not valid at our observation frequency. It is fluctuations in Faraday rotation angles due to this
the purpose of this paper to explain the reasons for scattering may cause depolarization effect on the lin-
those observations and to suggest why polarization early polarized satellite signals.
fluctuations of VHF radio waves have not been ob- In Roger's mechanism. it is the ray path separation
served very near the magnetic equator. of the two modes but not the density irregularities that

StIonospheric density irregularities are responsible is primarily investigated for the polarization fluctua-
for the irregular fluctuations in the Faraday rotation tions of satellite signals. The magnitude of path sep-
angles of satellite signals. We believe that the polar- aration, which is large enough to decorrelate the two
ization fluctuations as shown in Figure I indicate the modes, is estimated roughly as Ar p
depolarization of linearly polarized transionospheric where I is the scale size of density irregularities, and
satellite signals. Two mechanisms have been sug- ((ri) 2 )"a2 is the is phase variation of the signals.

:. gested for interpreting the polarization fluctuations of Roger assumed that I = I kn. ((i) 2  2 rad for
HF satellite signals. specifically. at the frequency of 20-MHz signals and obtained Ar = 0.5 km. The cur-
20 MHz. One concerned the effect of refraction im- rent in situ data. however, indicate a power law type
posed by large spatial inhomogeneities that give rise of irregularity power spectrum encompassing scale
to large path separation of the ordinary and extraor- sizes from meters to tens of kilometers. Moreover,
dinary modes, and, consequently, these two charac- Roger's mechanism cannot be used in the case of con-
teristic components of a linearly polarized signal can cern here to explain the close relationship of polari-

~48
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zation fluctuations with L band scintillations and oth- S(O,0,O)
ers.

By contrast, no significant path separation of or-
dinary and extraordinary modes is necessary in Yeh
and Liu's mechanism. The wave scattering by density
irregularities is considered to be the principal process

responsible for the polarization fluctuations of satel-
lite signals. Nevertheless, Yeh and Liu's theory can- x
not be extended to the case of VHF signals con-
cerned, as explained later. As a matter of fact, density (000)
irregularities with Gaussian spectra, as assumed in -----
Yeh and Liu's theory, turn out to be ineffective inD
causing the depolarization of VHF satellite signals.

Along the line of Yeh and Liu's approach, we show
that the polarization fluctuations of linearly polarized
136-MHz satellite signals is the manifestation of de-
polarization effect due to the diffractive scattering by b
small-scale (<200 m) density irregularities with power
law spectra. The absence of this phenomenon at equa-
torial locations off the anomaly crests is attributed to
two factors: (i) the ambient plasma densities are rel-
atively low, and (2) the propagation angles of satellite I
signals are more nearly perpendicular to the geomag- R(OOZ 0 )
netic field. It can be shown that these two factors lead
to the requirement of rather unrealistically large frac- Fig. 2. Geometry of the transionospheric propagation con-

tional fluctuations of ionization density for the de- cemed. The center of the coordinate system is located at the geo-

polarization of VHF signals to be seen at other equa- stationary satellite S. Zo = 35.000 km. a = 34.300 km, b = 3%0)

torial locations. km. D = 200 km. 0 = 520, and X = 10.

This paper is organized as follows. The theory of
single wave scattering by density irregularities is pre- that between the satellite and the topside of density
sented in section 2. In section 3, the variances of irregularities, b represents that between the receiver
phase shift, field amplitude ratio, the Faraday rotation and the bottomside of density irregularities, D rep-
fluctuations, and the induced field component of resents the thickness of the slab, and 0 represents the
transionospheric signals are formulated and evaluated propagation angle. The unscattered ray path within
for density irregularities of both power law and Gaus- the density irregularities is D sec x. in the case of
sian types. Interpretation of observations and discus- concern here, Z, 35,000 km, b = 500 km, D,:.~ ~ ~ ~so areer give, in seto 4.00kn b=50kn
sion are given in section 4. 200 km, a = 34,300 ki, 0 = 520, and X = 100 are

assumed.
2. TRANSIONOSPHERIC WAVE SCATTERING For quasi-longitudinal propagation in the iono-

BY DENSITY IRREGULARITIES sphere, the refractive index of electromagnetic waves

For simplicity, density irregularities are modeled can be approximated as
as a uniform mean square fractional fluctuations of i -nJ( - 1 ) (I)
ionization density ((AN/N) 2) within a slab of ioniza-

tion in the F region of mean density N. A linearly at frequencies large compared with the electron gy-
" polarized wave transmitted from a geostationary sat- rofrequency, where f = f%/f 2, i.e., the squared ratio

ellite S is received on the ground at zenith angle X. of the ambient plasma frequency to the wave fre-
The center of the coordinate system is chosen to be qu,:ncy, A = 11/f, i.e.. the ratio of the electron gy-

located at the geostationary satellite S as illustrated rofrequency to the wave frequency, and A, = (I cos
in Figure 2. In Figure 2, Z0 represents the distance 0. The plus and minus signs in (1) refer, respectively,
between the satellite and the receiver, a represents to the extraordinary and ordinary waves that are the

4'),
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S location. That is,

X ER(r) = (2E/r)[1 cos (Ekr) + 9 sin (Ekr)]

Z exp [i(wt - kr)l (4)

showing that the polarization vector of the linear-
. ly polarized wave is rotated by an angle of Ekr

(l/2)(ko - k,)r known as the Faraday rotation.
In the presence of density irregularities, namely

1)= + A (where (1, ) corresponds to the mean
ionization density and AfI corresponds to the density
irregularities), an additional change of Faraday rota-
tion angle is introduced by wave scattering from den-

. sity irregularities. Since satellite signals are received
at a high elevation angle and the wavelength is as-
sumed to be much shorter than the scale sizes of the
most intense density irregularities concerned, wave
reflection and the refraction due to horizontal strati-
fication may be neglected. Only the forward scatter-
ing is considered here.

Let us first consider the scattering of ordinary
waves by density irregularities. The incident electric
field at scatterer V, (see Figure 3) is represented by

Vi" E,o = (Eo/r) exp [i(wt - kor)]. For single forward
R scattering with small angles of deviation, the resultant

field (E,) of the scattered waves received at R(O, 0,
Fig. 3. Geometry of tw wave scamering by density inffaurities. Z) is approximately given by

two characteristic modes of a linearly polarized wave E, -4 c exp li(cat - k Zo)l
in the ionosphere.

Since the refractive index n is defined as kc/w, .f d 3rA]r)exp [-ik(r + R - Zo)5
expression (!) can be written as JRr

k, = k(I + e) k, = k(I - ) where V is the total volume of density irregularities.

a vo deThe total field of ordinary waves received at R(O. 0,,'-i as the wave numbers of the ordinary and extraor-
d w r v ,e Z) is composed of the unscattered and the scattered.. dinary waves, respectively, where F defined as

!-fl/2( - j) has a small value (_10 - 4) for the parts, i.e.,

VHF propagation in the ionospheric F region, and k E1o(Z3) 1 [Eo(Z 0)/Z0] exp [i(wt - k.Zo) ]

= (W/c)(l - A)" 2 is the wave number in an isotropic
medium (i.e., = 0). •{ - W A " r der r) exp [-ik °(r 4 R - Z 1)l1

In the far-field approximation, the wave fields of -4j c2 Rr
these two modes received at a distance of r from the
source are given, respectively, by (6)

E1,(r) = (E/r)(,i + i) exp 14- - kr)l (2) If the scattered waves are weak compared with the
unscattered waves, (6) may be also expressed as

:" andand Eio(Z0) - E(Zo) exp(-i~o) (7)
/- E,,0) = (E/r)(,f - i ) exp li(wot - k,r)] (3)= - e tThis means that weak wave scattering by density ir-

The summation of (2) and (3) yields the field of the regularities introduces a complex phase shift into the
linearly polarized spherical wave received at the same original wave. Expanding the exponential function in

50
r : .. ', .''.". , ,
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(7) to the first order of 4% and equating it to (6) yields Faraday rotation

_i f r AfI (r) exp I-iklr * R-Z)J ( A -Z, 1 f dr
41- d Rr 2 41T ,'" Rr

The phase shift (4,) of extraordinary waves due to •1cxp I- akr R - /) sn lkr R - 1,)! (15)
weak scattering by density irregularities can be sim- Change of polarization vector
ilarly obtained as (1": . di.I\__ /,, w f /(r

Z 2  
2 d fN(r) exp [-ik,(r + R - Zu) ]  t, - -- .a n r

4  -=i4 2 r Aix (9) E, \ 2 / 4Tr C f R

exp l-ik(r + R -- Z)I sin {rktr + R - Z,)1 (16)
The field of the linearly polarized waves received at
R(O, 0, Zo) is, therefore, given by for 14,, - 4,1 < I rad. As noted in (8) and (9. 4,. and

( pp(0 , are in general complex, the real parts of which
.E-' = E,,,(Z0) exp (- ioO,) + E,(Zo) exp (- i) (10) correspond to phase shifts, and the imaginary parts

which reduces to (4) in the absence of density irreg- of which indicate changes in logarithmic amplitudes
ularities. of wave fields. Therefore. the induced Faraday ro-

A new xy coordinate plane is so chosen that the tation angles (Afl) and the polarization vector change
new x axis coincides with the polarization vector of (EJE,) have complex values as expressed in (15) and
the unscattered linearly polarized wave at R(O, O, (16), respectively. Physically, it means that All and
Z), i.e., (4) is expressed as (EJE,) result from the differential phase shift (i.e.,

Re (4),, - 4,)) and the differential changes in loga-
ER(ZO) = (2E/Zo) exp [i(w - kZ0)J. ( I) rithmic amplitudes of ordinary and extraordinary

In this new system of coordinates, expression (10) modes. The spatial averages of A4, In(E'/E). 1.
-assumes the following form and (EJE,) are zeroes; their variances, which are of

main physical interest, are not, however.
E;(ZO) = (2E/Z.) exp [i(wt - kZ0)l exp I -i((o. + 40)/21

3. VARIANCES OF A. In All, AND

I[ cos + ( ) sin (12) Let us first evaluate the induced Faraday rotation
(15) or the change of polarization vector (16) for 4),,

a comparison between (11) and (12) shows that den- 4, < I rad, i.e.,

sity irregularities cause phase shift, amplitude vari- Z, 2 df AJ (r)
ation, and Faraday rotation of the linearly polarized I = - f d' r exp I-ik(r + R -Z,,)I
waves. An induced field component along the y axis v

can be visualized to be associated with the induced sin lek(r + R - Zo)] (17)
Faraday rotation and to result in the depolarization of
the linearly polarized waves. They are summarized In the system of coordinates (see Figure 3) used to

as follows, evaluate (17), r = (x2 +V 2 + z 2)' 2 and R = I(Z1 -
)2 z) X + x 2 + /2. Since Z0, Z, - Z >_" (x + v2)1 is

Phase shift assumed, therefore, r z + (x2 -y)/2- and R

_Zow fd~Af (r) (Z - z) + (xI + y2)/2(Z - z) lead to
4-Re" 2  4"1r" c 2 ) Rr r + R - Z (. r + Y )Z/2z(Z, - z) (18)

cos lek(r Z0)l ik(r Z)] (13) Equation (18) is used to substitute for (r + R - Z0)
Ain (17), and Rr in (17) is simply replaced by z(Zo -

z). These approximations are based on the assumption

-'. n(. = m f dEr AI(r) that the outer scale of density irregularities responsi-()" 2) 4r - ble for the depolarization effect is small compared
with the distance between the altitude of density ir-

cos [ek(r + R - Z0)] cos jk(r + R - Zo)l (14) regularities and the receiver. This assumption also

*e
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assures forward scattering with small angles of de- on the coordinate differences F, - x, -, = y
viation. - y2, and z, - z2.Moreover, only statistically

The variance of Ai or (E,/E,) over space can be, isotropic density irregularities are considered. In this
therefore, approximated as case the autocorrelation functions are only functions

Z? 2  d" ((4f (r1 )f ] (r2))*) of (k2 + 91 + 0 1/2.

(112) = r, Jv d-r 2 z'zAZo - z(,- z2) 3. 1. Density irregularities with power law spectrd
S[k(x + y-)Z,, k(x2 -t y2 )Z,1 For isotropic density irregularities of power law

CO 2(Zf) -= ) 2:2(7,,- z2)J type, the autocorrelation function is taken to be

si aFk(x, +i )-oz. si Fk(x2 + y)Z 0 ] (19)(,)(fr,* IV N(A%

I 2z - z,) 22Zo - z2) j (19) + 1+ 2)1f 2

where ((AI'Ar,))(fN(r))*) is the autocorrelation func- where ((Aft)-) corresponds to the mean square fluc-
tion of density irregularities. To carry out the inte- tuations of ionization density and I is the correlation
gration in (19). it is convenient to make the following length. The integration in (21) over t and 71 can be
coordinate transformation: conveniently evaluated with the transformation ot (t,

V, - x: "q = y1 - Y, 2 :, - zI) into the polar coordinates (t, 4)), namely,
X= 1/2(x, + x,) Y i/2(v, + v,) (20) F.2+01/21

f dtfd1G exp l-U '(~ 2 1

Z = 1/2(z, + z,) -

Integrating (19) over X and Y from - to + leads sin [G(k' + ,1)1 = f t i
to

)._X "exp I-I-(Gl)'+(t +G'2)121 sin (t) 22)

(ff) k 2 (X))2 f a VZ d4 Although the general analytic solution of (22) can-
not be obtained, an approximate form that is appro-

. j" priate for the case of ki >> I is shown in the appendix
f d-J d ((Af (r,))(Afvxri*) to be

{2G(0) sin I(;(O)(kz + v I') - ((i) sin IG( E)( 2 
+ 2)l f di exp I -I-'(IG )1'2(t + IGIt;) 2 ) Sin a1

.. -G(-t) ',n I(';-F)(k-" + ql,)l} (21) 0o

where-exp (-I-' 11)(1 - 1-'IGI-12) i23),'.'Jwhere

- G(t) Z,.&{2t(2/ - 7,) + 4 - - (;/2): "  Since G12 - kl >> 1, the second term in parenthe-
. ses of (23) is less than the first one by an order of

where (k)". However, if the second term in (23) is ne-
glected. the integration in (21) over k and -q cancels

1 0. . and thus (Ill) = 0. This indicates that the depolari-
K" The form of the autocorrelation function has to be zation of satellite signals, if any, is a second order

deterniined for the further evaluation of (21). Two ionospheric effect.
types of power spectra are assumed for density irreg- Using the identity of integration given by (23), (21)
ularities: (I) power law type and (2) Gaussian type, yields
which have been seen to be associated respectively
with the early and the late phases of density irregu- ( "16) = -10.
la ties in the observation of satellite scintillation
,Basu et al., 1980J. f'OWW

For simplicity, density irregularities are assumed • d I '12(2Z -o)/Zkl
'

to be generated by spatially homogeneous processes.
The autocorrelation functions, therefore, depend only jilt c £2(ZZo - Z' - (4/2)2)/(2Z -Z7)Ji /
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SI1 - E2(ZZ,, - Z' - (t/2)2)/(2Z - Z,,)1l 2  Therefore, the outer scale length so termed here may

- 21I1I2} exp (-I'Itj) (24) refer to that portion of irregularity power spectrum.
At Ascension Island, the Faraday rotation mea-

It is quite clear in (24) that (112) = 0 if the terms surements were made at an elevation angle of 80' ,

involving E in the integrand are much less than . We namely, x = I0 in (27). If the thickness of density
assume that E2[ZZ0 - Z2 - (U2)2]/(2Z - Z,,) 2Fd irregularities is taken to be 2(X) km and the ambient
is comparable to !5 I, where d is the distance be- plasma frequency is taken to be 18 MHz, (27) shows

tween the receiver and the mean altitude of density that 0.33% rms fractional fluctuations of ionization
irregularities. Then density can cause appreciable polarization fluctua-

.1l2ad =I - /f 2 ).1 cos 0 (25) tions of 136-MHz signals, i.e., (1112)'/2 = 0. 1, and that
2N.f1.65% ionization density fluctuations may result in

can be used to determine the outer scales of irregu- large depolarization effect. i.e., (1112)1/2 = 0.5.
larities that are responsible for the 136-MHz Faraday Similarly, ((A) 2) and (ln(E,/E,)2) can be derived
polarization fluctuations. from (13) and (14), respectively, as

Neglecting t in the braces of (24) and replacing the 4rN2((ANIN),\ 11D sec X/(I

limits of integration ±D sec x by ±--, since D >> 1, ( 28)

we can easily carry out the integration of (24) over and
-and obtain

.+Dse r _ (I In(E /ER)I 2 ) 2 1)k sec (29)
2(11 = k ))z eZ(Z0 

- Z) (26)

2. Zwhere I represents the scale sizes of density irregu-

Because a >> D, the integral in (26) can be simply larities that cause the phase fluctuation of VHF sat-
represented by the product of the interval of integra- ellite signals, r,(-2.82 x 10 '5m) is the classical

tion and the integrand wherein all Z's are replaced by electron radius, and X the wavelength of VHF signals.
Z., where Z. is the distance between the satellite and
the mean altitude of density irregularities. We finally 3.2. Densit.v irregularities with Gau.%sian spectra
obtain the following result

(11) ((,N))f , 2 ((4li,(r,))(A:,(r 2 )).) =((f )) exp I 1 - , 2 € 1 :

v2 ) - - 2 (ekd)"D sec X (27) (30)

During the current solar maximum period, total is the autocorrelation function used to represent the

electron contents (TEC's) as large as 100 units (I unit density irregularities with Gaussian spectra. In situ

= 1016 m - ') have been frequently measured at As- measurements indicate that Gaussian spectra are as-
sociated with the late developed phase of irregularities

cension Island. This indicates a large F, maximum
plasma density N, (= 100 units/250 km - 4.1 x 1012 with a correlation length of I km [Basu et al.. 19801.
m 3, where 250 km is the assumed slab thickness of Therefore, I is taken to be I km in (30). Substituting

the ionosphere), namely, a large ambient plasma fre- (30) into (21) and integrating with respect to and

quency (-18 MHz). lonograms obtained at Ascen- T1, we obtain
I",sion Island from airborne measurements also indicate k 2(51J)J, // Ilarge f 0F2 between 16 MHz and 20 MHz (E. Weber (III2) _ -- - f,

and J. Moore, private communication, 1981).

lff, = 18 MHz, fl, = 1.5 MHz, and d = 600 km
are used in (25), the polarization fluctuations of 136-

4 MHz satellite signals received at Ascension Island where
(6 = 52*) turns out to be caused by density irregu-
larities with an outer scale length' of <200 m. It is )4 ,

interesting to note that recent rocket [Rino et al., . ik! 2  Z,,k1

19811 and satellite in situ [Basu et al., 19811 mea-
surements at F region heights show a break in spectral (32)
slope generally around several hundred meters. where t = 0, - .

I"
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Since 2t(2Z - Z,,)/Zkl2 is of the order of 2/ki -- 4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

7.0 X 10 and 4Z4, - Z)/Zkf2 of the order of In this paper, wave scattering by density irregular-
4ed/kl2  5.0 x 10 . F(O) and F(4 F) have the gen- ities with power law spectra has been proposed as the
era! expression of (I + 82) 'with 8 < 1, which can process for cak ing the intense and fast fluctuations
be well approximated as (I - 82). The expression in": of the SIRIO 136-MHz signals received at Ascension
the braces of (31) is, consequently. simplified to be Island. Based on the above analysis, the following"" [ e ( 0 -Z)/ZkI1

2.  Island.or ar Basedaio on t e a o e a ayfs h o l w n
2[4eZ(Z. Straightforward integration of things can be understood: (1) the nature of density
(31) over and Z leads to irregularities that result in the polarization fluctua-

(Q12) = 4- 1& 2
((AN/N)2)(I - f 2 )-( f)

2 d 2 3D tions of satellite signals, (2) why the polarization fluc-

tuations of 136-MHz signals has a close correlation
sec X cos2 0 (33) with the occurrence of the L band scintillation, (3)

Substituting into (33) the same parameters as used in why the polarization fluctuations of 136-MHz signals
the case of power law type irregularities shows that has only been seen at locations near the equatorial
unrealistically large density fluctuations are required anomaly crests, and (4) the frequency limit beyond
for causing the polarization fluctuations of 136-MHz which density irregularities will not affect signifi-
signals, namely ((AN/N))" 2 = 843% for (1112)1/2 cantly the polarization vector of satellite signals.
0. 1 and ((AN/N)2)1/2 = 4215% for (II2) = 0.5. A rea- We have already shown that the polarization fluc-
sonable ionospheric density depletion (((AN/N)2) ' 2 ) tuations of 136-MHz satellite signals result from the
with Gaussian spectra is about a few percentage wave scattering by density irregularities whose power
points, say 5%. According to (33), the ambient spectra exhibit power law rather than Gaussian dis-
plasma frequency must be as high as 65 MHz so that tribution. In situ measurements [Basu et al., 19801
the Gaussian type of irregularities is able to cause the show that, while density irregularities have relatively
appreciable depolarization (i.e.. (111) 2 = 0. 1) of flat power spectra obeying a power law slope in their
136-MHz signals. Such a high ionospheric plasma early phase, density irregularities in their late phase
frequency is, however, unrealistic under the normal are seen to have a sharp slope essentially character-
conditions, istic of a Gaussian distribution. This indicates that,
The derivation of ((A4)2 ) and (ln(E,'/ER)2) can be during the change of power spectra from power law

easily done in the case of Gaussian type irregularities, to Gaussian types, relatively short-scale (say, less
They are than I km) density irregularities decay. As shown in

(25), the polarization fluctuations of 136-MHz satel-
r 12i.\r2N+((AN/N)

2)  lite signals turns out to be caused by those short-scale
()2) = 4(1 - (1'))2  (J(0) + J(1)} (34) density irregularities with an outer scale length less

than about 200 m.
and Density irregularities with scale lengths of a few

'l21A"r'N 2((AN/N)2) hundreds of meters are responsible for the L band
"lIn(EE,) 2) = --- J(0) - J(l)} scintillation. Therefore, the L band scintillation is not4expected during the late phase of density irregularities

(35) characterized with Gaussian spectra, indicating the
decaying of short-scale density irregularities. Obser-where vations of the 257-MHz scintillation at Ascension Is-
land in the presence and absence of the L band scin-

VJ() J dzl I Ix4ZZ,, -- /)/Zk/ tillation, indeed, indicate the characteristic increasing
of the correlation lengths of the 257-MHz signals

where [Basu et al., 1981 ]•That both the L band scintillation
-0. 1 and the polarization fluctuations of the 136-MHz sig-
• Inals are caused by relatively short-scale density irreg-

Equations (34) and (35) can be reduced, respectively, ularities is likely to account for the coexistence of
from the (26) and (27) of Yeh and Liu 119671, wherein these two phenomena.
J() reduces to J(0) since E 10l 4 for the 136-MHz The ambient plasma density (N) and the propaga-

- wave propagation. tion angle (0) are the most location dependent param-
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i Fig. 4. Fractional fluctuations (((AN/N)') ' '2) or the plasma density N versus the outer scale lengths I of density

irregularities or the ambient plasma density N. as required to cause dhe polazation fluctuations of 1 36-MHz
satellite signals at Ascension Island. Scale (A) for (111)1/2 = 0.1I. scale (B) for (1112)' = It0.

eters. As mentioned before, the ambient plasma den- ((AN/N) 2)f (cos 0)1/2 in (27) requires that ((AN/N) 2)
| sity measured at locations near the Appleton anomaly at Natal be larger than that at Ascension Island by
• crests may be larger than those at other equatorial !o- 35.6 times to cause the same level of 136-MHz p-
"[' cations by a factor of 2-4 during the solar maximum larization fluctuations. i.e., ((AN/N) 2). /2 = 10% for

period [Rastogi, 1966; Aarons et al., 19811. Let us (1112)1/2 = 0.5. This example shows clearly that low
look at the possibility of observing the 136-MHz po)- ambient plasma densities and large propagation an-
larization fluctuations near the magnetic equator, gles at the magnetic equator make it impossible to
e.g., Natal, Brazil (geographic coordinate 5.85°S, observe the polarization fluctuations of 1 36-MHz sat-
35.230 W, 9.6°S dip). ellite signals at equatorial locations except near theThe propagation angle at Natal is about 803 (cf. 520 anomaly rests.

at Ascension Island). If the ambient plasma frequency In (25), 1 xf = N indicates that, in an environment
at Natal is taken to be 10 MHz (cf. 18 MHz at As- of high ambient plasma density, density irregularities
cension Island),f 2 cos 0 obtained at Natal is less than with longer scale lengths can also be involved in pro-
that at Ascension Island by a factor of 1 1.5. There- ducing the polarization fluctuations of satellite sig-
fore, according to l cos 0 in (25), the density nals. EliminatingfN from (25) and (27) yields

irregularities causing the polarization fluctuations of
136 MHz signals at Natal, if any, have an outer scale ((AN/N)), 2  C(1il2)InI / (36)

shorter than 20 m (cf. 200 m at Ascension Island).
On the other hand, since the ratio off(cos 0)1/2 at where C 4(f/f)dk-'(D sec ) -e/2 cos 0 - 16.5
Natal to that at Ascension Island is 35.6, (11c2) n for the assumed ionospheric condition at Ascension

-)to
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APPENDIX: AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION
OF f,, dt exp I -I '(IGI) '(r +- G i ~n (ft

For Gl 2 - ki, which is much greater than one
as assumed, the integrand in (22), i.e., exp
[-I(G)-'/(t + IGI[2)''2j sin (t) can oscillate for
many cycles before it dies out. As illustrated in Figure
5, only the unhatched area does not vanish and rcp-

" resent the approximate integration of (22).
Integration by parts twice in (22) yields

Fig. 5. Plot off(t) exp I -I '(iGI) '(f + IGI42)"1l sin (t) for f+
GI2 >> I. The unhatched area represents approximately the inte-
gration of f(t) over t from 0 to 0.

= exp (-I'1 t) - dsin (t) -
Ix ( 0t2

Island: d = 600 km, D = 200 km, U = 1.5 MHz,

f = 136 MHz, 0 = 520, and X = 10'. It is clear from exp -l-'(GI)-"2(t + IGIC2)'.] (Al)
the plotting of (36) in Figure 4 that, in the presence Since exp [-l-'(IG)-'/t + IGIC2)' /2] vanishes effec-
of density irregularities, high ambient plasma density tively at distances of the order of the correla-
provides the favorable environment for the VHF 1x0 t ion length, the double differentiation of exp
larization fluctuations to occur. This may explain why j '(IGjf"'(t + IGI 2)"21 with respect to t may be
the polarization fluctuations of 136-MHz signals has approximat by
been frequently observed at Ascension Island during
the current solar maximum period. max {exp I-I '(fGj) -'2(t + GI[',)' 2]1/G 2

1
4

For illustration, the frequency limit beyond which = exp(-I'%I)/C 2l' (A2)
density irregularities cannot cause significant polari-
zation fluctuations of satellite signals is loosely de- Sin (t) in (Al) may be represented approximately by
fined as that at which (VI2)112 = 0. J requires I% of the parabolic function (1)0. The integral in (A) can
density fluctuation under the aforesaid ionospheric therefore be approximated as
condition. This frequency is determined as 235 MHz
from (27), and the outer scale length of density ir- f 82""Jo dt sin (t) ±t exp [-I-'(iGl)- '(t + Gjt)']

regularities is determined as 28 m from (25). all
It should be pointed out that the theory of sing-

wave scattering discussed in this paper cannot explain GIO (IG112)"2 exp(-i'I(I)/G 21
the observed saturated amplitude scintillations of 136- = exp (-1-'jtj)/(G)t'l (A3)
MHz signals. It is well known that the saturation of
VHF amplitude scintillation is attributed to multiple Substituting (A3) into (Al) leads to the approxi-
scattering. Therefore, deductions of the present the- mate form of (22) for G12 >> 1, namely,
ory for the amplitude scintillation may not be true.
The validity of single scatter approximation as applied dt sin (t) exp I-I-'(IG)- 2 [t + jGj] 'j
to the problem of polarization fluctuations can be jus-
tified ILee, 19811. Multiple scattering is expected to =exp(- I'I)l I - I-'(IGI)-'n1 (A4)
give rise to the saturation of polarization fluctuations
in the presence of large density irregularities. How- Indeed, that the approximate form in (A4) carries the
ever. the effect of multiple scattering does not impose right functional relationship with G and I is confirmed
significant quantitative changcs in the results derived by the exact integration in (22) for { 0.
fron the theory of single wave scattering. Simple Acknowledgmens. Comments from C. L. Rino and K. C. Yeh

analyldgmets presented inthis.turn ot to be adeanalyses presnted in this paper turn out to be ade- greatly appreciated. This work was supported by AFGL con-
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VHF Faraday polarization fluctuations dip) and Ahmedahad"' 34"N dip) near the northern crest of
the anomal) in the Indian sector. These have sometimes been

and strong L-band observed even at Delhi 140ON dip) (Y. V. Somayajulu. personal

amplitude scintillations communication) near the northern edge of the anomaly, but
no such phenomenon has been obsersed at Arequipa (9*S dipl)near Appleton anomaly crests Peru or at Natal )10°S dip), Brazil which are close to the

magnetic equator. Kaushika and deMendonca'" possibly obser-
A. DasGupta*, M. C .eetr J. &.A. Klobuchar* ved the same type of fluctuations in the polarization records of
MAir Fac Gcophysil.s IaUS raimv. IHancom AFK 137-MHz signals recorded at Sao Paulo 126°S dip) which is
Ma. ashuRes 0t173.1. t ISA also situated near the crest of the anomaly, but they had no
t RegisCollege Rcs.ai,'h ('enter. Wc., amplitude scintillation measurements. In their attempt to
Mabsachusetis 02139, 1 ISA associate the fluctuations with atmospheric gravity waves, they

were concerned with slower fluctuations of period 2 min and
The Faraday rotation angle of a linearly polarized iransionos- longer.
pherk very high frequency IVHF) signal near She crestS of the Figure I shows a typical polarimeter record obtained during
Appleton anomaly, around the recent solar maximum period, post-sunset hours at Ascension Island (7.9' S, 14.4 W, 31* S
often exhibits last and intense fluctuations, when the amplitude dip). The channel at the top is the amplitude of the 136-MHz
of the signal shows saturated and very fast scintillations" .These transmission from the geostationary satellite SIRIO (15*W)
•uctuatioas usually occur during the post-sunset hours and and the two bottom channels are the Faraday polarization angle
decay around midnight. The occurrence pattern has been found of the signal with one shifted from the other by 90'. The
to be similar to that of microwave amplitude scintillations at polarization fluctuations are often too intense to render the
L-land. We present here certain observed characteristics of Faraday data useful. The station also recorded signals from the
the last polarization fluctuations and report the results of an satellite Marisat (also at 15* W) at 257 MHz and 1.54 GHz for
experiment, which shows that there is a loss of correlation amplitude scintillation measurements. The sub-ionospheric
between ladings on the two circularly polarized component points of the two satellites are essentially identical. The third
modes of the signal during the periods of VHF polarization channel from the top shows amplitude scintillations of the
Nuclatlons. Hence. the usual concept of Faraday rotation is 1.54-GiHz signal. Polarization fluctuations are found when the
no longer valid during these limes. The above features are amplitude of the VHF signal shows saturated and very fast
discussed in terms of our present knowledge tif small scale scintillations, which generally occur during the pre-midnight
irregularity structures in the equatorial ionosphere. hours. We have found during more than 2 yr of observations

Equatorial ionospheric irregularities have been extensively around the recent solar maximum period that the polarization
investigated during the past decade by techniques suchas rocket Rluctuations coexist with intense L-band scintillations at
and satellite in situ measurements, radar, airglow and propaga- 1.54 GHz. During the post-midnight period polarization fluctu-
lion effects on Iransionospheric signals'. It has been shown that ations decay, even though VHF amplitude scintillation remains
the plumes of equatorial irregularities associated with deple- saturated, but with slower fading rates.
tions in background electron content can be studied in a very The change in fading rates of VHF amplitude scintillations,
simple and inexpensive manner from simultaneous measure- with and without polarization fluctuations, is clearly evident in
ments of amplitude scintillations and Faraday rotation of a the power spectra of 136-MHz scintillation measurements as
VIF signal propagating through the ionosphere''. While the presented in Fig. 2a and b respectively. The corresponding
occurrence of depletions of the integrated electron content is power spectra obtained at 257 MHz and 1.54 GHz are also
commonly observed with Faraday rotation records obtained shown. The approximate corner frequencies of the power
near the magnetic equator'", a new feature, fast and intense spectra are indicated by arrows. The corner frequency of a
fluctuations of the Faraday rotation angle, has recently been power spectrum gives a measure of the fading rate, a higher
reported from stations situated near the crests of the Appleton corner frequency corresponding to a faster fading rate. In the
anomaly' -, a region characterized by severe amplitude scintilla- present case, a lowering of the corner frequency is obvious in
lions during solar maximum years" '. Polartiation fluctuations the late phase, as shown in Fig. 2b, when no polarization
of 136-MHz signals have been observed at Ascension Island fluctuations are observed.
(31°S lip), which is situated close to the southern crest of the Power spectrum analysis of scintillation measurements is
equatorial anomaly in the African zone, and at Calcutta (32*N generally used to obtain information on the characteristics of
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the ionospheric irregularities responsible for scintillations.
However, the interpretations of the power spectrum in condi-
tions of weak and strong scintillations involve different scatter- id H,'

- ing mechanisms by the ionospheric irregularities. According to
the theory of radiowave propagation, for weak scintillation
conditions, the amplitude fading rate of a transionospheric 0--

signal from a geostationary satellite is proportional to v/i,, 
where j, is the drift velocity of the irregularities and I, the
Fresnel dimension. Because if.oxI/ (where A is the radiowavc ,
length), the fading rate should increase with observing &136Mu, S..
frequency in weak scatter conditions. In contrast, in the case
of severe scintillations, the wave propagation has to he con- - V-
sidered in the framework of multiple scatter theory and the -
recorded scintillation data pertain to the ground diffraction
pattern, which cannot be related to the irregularity pattern in I
the ionosphere ir. a simple manner". The fading rate, in severe i?57 MHz S. o 83

scintillation conditions, is inversely related to the autocorrela-
tion distance of the ground pattern. The autocorrelation interval
is determined by the drift velocity as well as by the strength of 1 54 GHz S4 0 65

scattering. As the strength of scattering (in other words, scin-
tillation index) increases, the autocorrelation distance
decreases'", and an increase in the fading rate is observed".
The scintillation index is usually inversely related to the observ- "
ing frequency. Thus, in the case of severe scintillations, with .
an increase of the observing frequency the autocorrelation Z o ,O' ' ' ,.

distance should increase and hence, a slowing down of the ,
amplitude fading rate occurs.

In the equatorial region amplitude scintillations observed at Z .
136 MHz and 250 MHz are usually severe Isaturated or near I

saturated) for most of the time the phenomena arc observed. i
Near the crests of the Appleton anomaly, severe scintillations t --
in excess of 20 dB are quite frequent even at U.-band (such as
1.54-GHz observations at Ascension Island) during the pre-
midnight hours, particularly around the recent solar m.aximum. / ,The power spectra depicted in Fig. 2 arc representative of 36 M~z S4 30
scintillations observed at the corresponding frequencies in the
developed and late phases of equatorial night-time ionospheric
irregularities respectively.

During an intensive campaign of measurements in December
1979. in order to investigate the nature of fast polarization .I 257MHz S

fluctuations, the left and right circular components of the 136-
MHz signal were recorded separately in addition to the routine 154 GH, S.02?
observations. The data were recorded on a magnetic tape in
analog form, which was digitized at an 18 samples s ' rate for
later analysis. The cross-correlation between the amplitude
fadings of the two component modes was computed over 3-min
intervals. The scintillation index S4 (refs 15, 16), which is a

* measure of the r.m.s. amplitude fluctuations about the mean
level, is also computed for each 3 min interval at different
observing frequencies. Figure 3 shows the variation of the 10 1 i 10 10 0
cross-correlation coetlicient between the amplitude fadings of t rrquency Itt,,1
the two circularly polarized component waves at 136 MHz with
changes in the scintillation index S. observed at 1.54 GHz. Filt. 2 Plowur sgwcira of anpitude ,cintillation, at dilfcrent

The correlation coefficient decreases as S. increases and frequencies for a 3-min sample centred tn the time indicaled. a,
attains low values (<0.2) when S4 is 0.5 or more. The intervals 21 h 46 min 30 s i rl Faraday polarization channels %how intcnsc
with S4 -.'0.5 at 1.54GHz generally exhibit fast polarization and rapid fluctuations during this period. b. 22 h .'4nmin 3t) s 1 1i
fluctuations at 136 MHz. In other words, the two circularly no fast rtarization fluctuation was observed during this period.
polarized components undergo quasi-independent fluctuations Ihe approximate corner frequencies are given by arrows.

"%* when strong L-band and polarization fluctuations are obtained.
If the two modes become quasi-independent, the usual concept of the two circularly polarized modes introduced by wave scat-
of Faraday rotation breaks down. The close correlation of tering from these short-scale density irregularities. The theory
occurrence of 136-MHz polarization fluctuations and the I 54- shows that a deviation of -- I -2% in a high ambient ionization
GHz scintillation, clearly seen in Fig. 3. implies that either density, say. not less than 1.0,( 10 It ', correspoitding to a
rregnllorties of nearly the same scale size arc resp',nsible for plasmit frequency of ovv IS M I, , ictltied to provide a

the two phenomena or that the irregularities causing the two favourable environment for the I 6- Mlz fluctuations to occur.
phenomena coexist in the ionosphere. When the r.m.s. differential phase departure exceeds -0.5 rad,

Lee et al."' have shown that ionospheric power law density the two circularly polarized modes are expected to become
irregularities with an outer scale size in the range 50-2t)0 m practically uncorrelated. Scintillations at 1.54 GHz are most
are responsible for the 136-MHz polari/ation fluctuations. effectively produced by irregularities with scale sizes of a few
Faraday polarization fluctuations result from differential phase hundred metres (-3t) m in the present case), which are of the
shift and the differential change in the logarithmic amplitude same order as the Fresnel zone dimension. Both the 136-MHz
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From multi-technique observations Basu el al."' have repor-
ted that, while during the pre-midnight period the power spectra

0. of equatorial irregularities follow a power law, during post-
midnight hours the overall strength of the irregularities is
eroded and there is a transition to a quasi-gaussian type of
spectrum indicating the decay of shorter-scale (typically < I kin)

I irregularities. As the 1.54-GHz scintillation became weak, with
0 7i the decay of short-scale density irregularities, the two circularly

e polarized modes were seen to have high cross-correlation
Z coefficients, reflecting no, or very small, polarization fluctu-

" ' !ations.

Except in the HF band (for example, 20 MHz), the polariz-
.0 ation fluctuations of satellite signals cannot be effectively caused

F "by irregularities with quasi-gaussian spectra9 . Near the
a | .Appleton anomaly crests, in solar maximum conditions, the

r- ambient ionization density (n) is very high and the high level
: ! persists during the evening hours. As a result, the absolute

3L value of the irregularity intensity (An) is also very high in the
anomaly region". In contrast, in regions near the magnetic
equator, the relatively small n and An and the relatively large
angles of propagation with respect to the geomagnetic field
make it impossible to give rise to significant polarization fluctu-

f't ations of 136-MHz signals'7 .
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